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AN ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS OF Gerald Lee Black for the 
Master of Science in Geology presented June 4, 1979. 
Title: Structural Geology of the Southeast Quarter 
of the Dutchman Butte Quadrangle, Oregon. 
APPROVED BY THE MEMBERS OF THE THESIS COMMITTEE: 
------Ansel G. ~nson 
Field work in the southeast quarter of the Dutchman 
·Butte Quadrangle~ which lies within the Klamath Mountains 
geomorphic.province of southwestern Oregon, was completed 
during the summers of 1973 and 1974. The objectives of 
the study were fourfold: (1) to produce a geologic map 
of the southeast quarter of the Dutchman Butte Quadrangle, 
(2) to determine the nature of the contact between the 
Dothan and Rogue formations, (3) to construct a strati-
graphic column of the Dothan Formation in the area, and 
(4) to attempt to determine the nature of the deformation 
occurring in the area. 
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Nearly ninety percent of the study area is underlain 
by sedimentary rocks of the Dothan Formation. Approx-
1mately one-half of the formation is composed of graywacke, 
one-thb:·d is composed of shale, and the remainder is 
basalt, conglomerate, and chert. The rocks of the Dothan 
Formation have been tightly folded, resulting in a general 
northeast strike and moderate to steep dips to the south-
east. The Rogue Formation, which ·occupies the southeast 
corner of the study area, is in contact with the Dothan 
Formation along a northeast trending reverse fault. 
The andesitic to basaltic volcanic rocks of the Rogue 
Formation have been intruded by granodiorite and serpen-
tini te, which 1·ms emplaced along a second northeast trending 
reverse fault. A swall block of amphibolite, probably 
tectonically rafted to the surface along with the serpen-
~·tinite, occupies the extreme southeast corner of the study 
·area. 
The Dothan Formation is divided into three members, 
which. correspond in part to three of the four zones 
.described by Wells and Walker (1953) in the Galice Quadrangle 
to the immediate south of the study area. The uppermost 
member (member 4, corresponding to zone IV of Wells and 
Walker) is composed of shale at the base followed by 
rhythmically bedded sandstone and siltstone. Present at 
the top of the member are 275 meters of basalts. The 
middle member (member J, corresponding to zone III of 
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Wells and Walker) is composed primarily of massive, 
medium-grained sandstone units separated by thin shale 
partings. The lowermost member (member 2, corresponding 
to zone 2 of Wells and Walker) is composed of rhythmically 
interbedded sandstone and shale, with sandstone predom-
inating slightly in abundance over shale. 
The nature of the contact between. the Dothan and 
Rogue formations has been a subject of controversy until 
the early 1970's. Within the study area highly sheared 
sandstones and shales of the Dothan Formation were found 
to pass abruptly into greenschi~t facies rocks of the 
Rogue Formation. The transition is not gradational. At 
. one point a large block of serpentini te ·was found emplaced 
in the contact zone, further substantiating the view 
that the Dothan and Rogue formations are in contact along 
a northeast trending reverse fault. 
The dominant structural trend in the Dothan and 
B.ogue formations .is northeast w1 th moderate to steep dips to 
the southeast, the result of very tight isoclinal folding. 
The analysis of sixteen domains utilizing the techniques 
of.Turner and Weiss (1963) reveals the presence of an 
east-southeast fold axis trend superimposed on the stronger 
northeast trend. The northeast trend probably results 
from Middle Cretaceous eastward underthrusting of oceanic 
crust while the east-southeast trend probably results 
from Early Tertiary deforrration. 
The Rogue Formation represents an island arc assem-
blage that was metamorphosed, uplifted, and deformed 
in the I.ate Jurassic Nevadan Orogeny, while the Dothan 
Formation represents a younger, post-Nevadan arc-trench 
gap sedimentary assemblage that was deposited primarily 
by turbidity currents and obducted onto the North Ameri-
can plate during Middle Cretaceous times. 
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INTRODUCTION 
'.I. LOCATION 
The Dutchman Butte Quadrangle lies within the Klamath 
Mountains geomorphic province of southwestern Oregon. The 
study area (Figure 1), comprising the southeast quarter of 
the quadrangle, lies entirely within Do~glas _County between 
123• 30' and 123• 37' longitude and 4l 45' and 42• 51' north 
latitude. 
The area is situated on the more easterly of two north 
extending prongs of the Klamath Mountains, approximately 
midway between the Coast Range, which borders the Klamath 
Mountains on the west, and the Cascade Ran·ge, which borders 
them on the east. 
The southeast corner of the area is located approxi-
mately six and one half kilometers west of Glendale, Oregon; 
a smal~ town situated on Interstate 5 forty two kilometers 
north of Grants Pass. Riddle, Oregon, the only other nearby 
community, is located about eighteen kilometers northeast of 
the area.· 
II. PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
The area of study was suggested by Dr_. G. T. Benson of 
Portland State University and Mr. Len Ramp of the Oregon State 
Department of Geology and Mineral Industries. It was select~d 
for several reasons. First, since the writer had expressed 
2 
'-RIDBLE 18 IKM. 
~'igure 1. Index map of the southeast quarter of the 
Dutchman Butte Quadrangle. · 
an interest in worki~g on a problem utilizing structural 
analysis techniques, a deformed area containi~g several 
kilometers of continuous exposures was desirable. Secondly, 
the area included the type section of the Dothan Formatio.n. 
Thirdly, ~he previous work in the area, both strat~graphic 
and structural, had not been done in deta11. 
The objectives of the study were fourfold: (1) to 
produce a. geol~gic map of the southeast quarter of the 
Dutchman Butte Quadra~gle, (2) to critically examine the 
contact between the Dothan and Rogue formations in the area 
in order to determine the nature of the contact, (3) to 
construct a stratigraphic column of the Dothan Formation in 
the area, and (4) to attempt to determine the nature of the 
deformation occurring in the area. 
III. PREVIOUS WORK 
3 
The previous work in the Dutchman Butte Quadrangle has 
not been extensive. Diller (1907) first discussed the 
sections along Cow Creek and West Fork (F~gure 1) in his 
description of the Mesozoic sediments of southwestern Oregon. 
Hotz (1969) examined the contact between the Dothan and Rogue 
formations at several points in the Klamath Mountains, includ-
ing the one along Cow Creek near Brandt. The study area was 
included in Wells' (1955) Preliminary Geologic Map of South-
western Oregon, Ramp's (1972) report on the. geology and min-
eral industries of Douglas County, and Blank's ·(1966) Bouger 
4 
gravity map of southwestern Oregon. 
Wells and Walker (1953) mapped the Galice Quadrangle to 
the immediate south of the study area, and Perttu (1976) 
mapped the northeast quarter of the Dutchman Butte Quadrangle. 
Work on the northwest quarter of the quadrangle is presently 
in pr~gress by Tom Kohler of Portland State University. The 
southwest quarter of the Dutchman Butte Quadra~gle has not 
been mapped. The Canyonville Quadra~gle, to the inunediate 
east of the study area, was included in Diller and Kays (1924) 
Riddle Folio. 
IV. ACCESSIBILITY 
Principal access to the area is via Cow Creek Road, a 
two lane blacktop connecti~g Riddle and Glendale, Oregon 
(Figure 1). A gravel road, mostly two lane but in places one 
lane with pullouts, joins Cow Creek Road at Riffle Creek. It 
originates at Powers, on the Oregon coast, some 105 kilometers 
from Riffle Cree.k. Though an all weather road in the sununer, 
it is closed by snow each winter. 
Numerous logging roads also traverse the area, with 
major routes following the drainages of Susan Creek, Middle 
Creek, and W~st Fork (Figure 1). Exten~ive loggi~g road net-
works are also present in the drainages of Dads Creek and 
Skull Creek, but they have not been maintained since logging 
operations ceased and they deteriorate further with the winter 
rains each year. Fou~-wheel drive is a necessity. 
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The secondary line of the Southern Pacific Railroad 
between Oregon and California parallels Cow Creek and provides 
excellent exposures along most of its length. 
V. FIELD METHODS 
The field work for this study was b~gun in the summer of 
1973 and was completed in the summer of 197.4. Mappi~g was 
accomplished by traversing strea.In:s, ri~ges, and roads in the 
area. This was normally done on foot, but in areas of non-
critical. geology with widely spaced outcrops an automobile was 
used. During the course of the mappi~g, rock samples were 
collected for thin-section study. 
The section of nearly continuous exposures along Cow 
Creek was examined in detail to give as accurate a picture as 
.possible of the structure and strat~graphy of the Dothan 
Formation. Attitudes were taken at 30 meter (100 foot) inter-
vals or at major lithologic changes, whichever was the lesser. 
Particularly well-exposed outcrops were selected with a view 
toward achieving a semi-regular spacing across the map area 
approximately normal to' the formational strike. Between 40 
and 60 bedding attitudes were taken at each of the outcrops 
for use in the construction of pi diagrams. Topographic maps 
with a scale of 1:62,500 and high ~ltitude aerial photographs 
were used in field mapping. 
I 
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TOPOGRAPHY, CLIMATE, AND VEGETATION 
The study area is characterized by r~gged top~graphy 
with a maximum relief of 717 meters (23.50 .feet.). The highest 
point, approximately 991 meters (3250 feet), is an unnamed 
peak in the NE \sec.9 T32S R7W. The lowest point, approxi-
mately 277 meters (910 feet), is on Cow Creek at the north 
edge of the area. 
The terrain is typical of the Klamath Mountains. geo-
morphic province, with steep slopes and narrow, sinuous, 
stream canyons and ridges (F;i_gure 2.). Landsliding is a common 
phenomenon and has been a major problem along the Southern 
Pacific Railroad right-of-way and Cow Creek Ro~d. 
The area is drained by Cow Creek, a generally north 
trending tributary of the South Umpqua River. Major tribu-
taries of Cow Creek are Dads Creek and Middle Creek to the 
east, and Riffle Creek and West Fork to the west (Figure 1). 
The climate is moist and temperate, but the summer 
months of June through September are very dry and hot. The 
average July temperature is 2t'C, but days in the mid to high 
30's are not unusual. Fires are a frequent summer danger, and 
in any given year the forests are likely to be closed due to 
extreme fire hazard. The winter months from October to April 
are cool and moist, with an average January temperature of 
3.9·c. The aver~ge annual precipitation is about 89 centi-
meters. Winter snowfalls are light, generally only a few 
centimeters at elevations around 300 meters. 
The entire area is a patchwork of Douglas Fir forest 
and clear cuts. The unde~growth in the forests, while. gener-
ally thick, is not impassabl.e. In clear .cuts more than a few 
years old, however, the underbrush, mostly rhododendron, is 
nearly impenetrable. Areas underlain by mafic and ultramafic 
rock generally have a sparse v~getative cover • 
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GEOLOGY 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Nearly.ninety percent of the southeast quarter of the 
Dutchman Butte Quadra~gle is underlain by sedimentary rocks of 
· the Dothan Formation. They consist of a monotonous sequence 
of mostly. graywackes and shales which have b.een t~ghtly fold-
ed, resultipg. generally in a northeast strike and steep to 
moderate dips to the southea~t. 
In the southeast corner of the study area the Dothan 
Formation is in contact with the andesitic to basaltic 
volcanic rocks of the Rogue Formation along a northeast trend-
ing reverse fault (Plate I). The volcanics of the Rogue 
Formation have been intruded by a small. granodiorite body and 
serpentinite. The serpentinite was emplaced along a second 
north-northeast trending reverse fault which lies southeast 
of the Rogue-Dothan Formation contact. A small block of 
amphibolites, probably tectonically rafted to the surface 
along the second fault, lies along Cook Creek in the extreme 
southeast corner of the study area. 
II. AMPHIBOLE GNEISS AND SCHIST 
A small block of amphibolites lyi~g along Cook Creek in 
the southeast corner of the map are thought to be the oldest 
rocks in the area (Plate r). They consist predominantly of 
quartz hornblende gneiss with some hornblende schist and 
occasional lenses of_ garnetiferous quartzite. 
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In outcrop they weather to a deep red-brown color and 
are characterized by an irr~gular blocky fracture pattern 
which gives the exposures a "jumbled" appearanc:e. As a result, 
from distances of more than a few meters it is almost impossi-
ble to differentiate between the various lithol9gic ty~es. 
Narrow shear zones are common thro~ghout the. exposur.es. 
In hand specimen the gneisses are medium to. coarse 
grained showing moderately well.developed s~gr~gation layer-
ing. In thin section they are composed of subequal amounts of 
green hornblende and plagioclase with subsidiary quartz. The 
hornblende is usually anhedral, but subhedral crystals showing 
good prism faces and no terminations are not uncommon. It is 
slightly poikilitic and possesses a weak preferred orienta-
tion. The plagioclase is typically twinned and unzoned and at 
least partially saussuritized. Quartz makes up from zero to 
about ten percent of the sections. Minor accessories include 
sphene, apatite, magnetite, and occasionally some finely dis-
seminated pyrite. The hor~blende schists are similiar, vary-
ing only in the relative percentages of the major constitu-
ents. 
The quartzite is typically medium. grained and composed 
of approximately ninety percent lenticular to equant quartz. 
Lenticular grains commonly have complexly sutured borders 
while the equant. grains have straight borde~s. Almandine and 
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ilmenite each comprise approximately five percent of the rock 
and are usually concentrated t~gether in di~tinct bands. 
Green hornblende is present as a minor accessory. 
The limited aerial extent and discontinuous nature of 
the amphibolites, coupled with the h~gh d~gree of shearing. and 
the proximity to the serpentinites s~g.gest that they represent 
an inclusion that has been tectonically rafted to the surface 
within the serpentinite, a process that has been s~ggested by 
Ramp (1975) for similiar rocks occurring in the Chetco Drain-
age, some 75 kilometers south of the study area. 
The exact age of the amphibolites is unknow.n. They are 
similiar to the amphibole. gneiss described by Wells and Walker 
(1953) in the Galice Quadrangle and the amphibole gneiss- of 
Ramp (1975). Wells and Walker (1953) mapped the amphibole 
gneiss as metamorphosed Rogue Formation of Upper Jurassic age, 
but Ramp (1975) mapped gneiss near Chetco Lake which appeared 
similiar to rocks of the Applegate Group of Upper Triassic 
age. There is no evidence in the study area that. gives any 
conclusive evidence of age. 
III. ROGUE FORMATION 
The Rogue Formation was named by Wells and Walker (1953) 
for a series of metavolcanic rocks exposed alo~g the Rogue 
River in the vicinity of Grave Creek. In the type section it 
consists of andesitic to basaltic flows, tuffs, agglomerates, 
and flow breccias which can be easily differentiated only in 
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waterworn exposures (Wells and Walker, 1953). The rocks of 
the Rogue Formation have been metamorphosed to the. greenschist 
facieso 
In the southeast quarter of the Dutchman Butte Quad-
rangle the Rogue Formation .occupies a narrow northeast trend-
ing band that has been comp.lexly folded, raulted, and intruded 
by granodiorite and serpentinite (Plate Ir). The rocks gener-
ally strike northeast and dip at moderate to .steep angles to 
the southeast. Intermixed andesitic to basaltic flows, tuffs, 
tuff breccias, volcanic wackes, and shales are best exposed in 
railroad cuts and the creek bottom along Cow Creek. Pillow 
structures are present in places, and in the vic1nity of the 
fault contact with the serpentinite phyllonites are commo.n. 
The R9gue Formation is in contact with the Dothan Forma-
tion along a northeast trending reverse fault, which will be 
discussed in detail in a later section. Serpentinite has been 
emplaced along a second north-northeast trending reverse fault 
that cuts the Rogue Formation southeast of the R9gue-Dothan 
contact. The minor mineralization that occurs in the study 
area is localized along the Rogue Formation serpentinite con-
tact. Placer gold is present in Dads and Tuller Creeks and a 
bedrock gold claim is located near the confluence of Cow Creek 
and Tuller Creek. Several small copper claims are located in 
Benson and Ping gulches (Plates I). 
The Rogue Formation is Late. Jurassic in ~ge, but it was 
deposited prior to the Nevadan Or9geny. Imlay and others 
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(1959) have assigned an early Oxfordian ~ge to the unit. 
N. SERPENTINITE 
A narrow, northeast trending body of serpentinite cuts 
across the southeast corner of the study area in the vicinity 
of Tuller and Cook Creelc.s. It .has been s.que.eze.d up alo!lg a 
narrow reverse fault that extends into the Canyonville Quad-
ra!lgle to the east and has been mapped in the Qalice Quad-
rangle to the south (Wells and Walker, 1953). 
The rocks are composed almost exclusively of minerals of 
the serpentine group, chiefly ant~gori~e. They ra!lge in color 
from various shades of green thro~gh almost black, and possess 
a typically waxy luster. Outcrops are moderately to stro!lgly 
sheared. Discrete slip planes with slickensided surfaces are 
common. Narrow veins of calcite and magnesite are present in 
road and railroad cuts ne~r the western margin of the body, 
where the serpentinite grades into steati~e. Road building 
operations during the summer of 1973 near the unnamed drainage 
west of Cook Creek in section 28 (Plate I) exposed a large 
outcrop of steatite which contained pockets of nearly pure 
' talc. Dispersed throughout the steatite matrix were euhedral 
crystals of pyrite measuring up to four centimeters in diame-
ter. 
Serpentinite is formed by the alteration of ultramafic 
rocks, most typically peridotite. Acicordi!lg to plate tec-
tonics theory, the serpentinite represents upper mantle 
i 
l 
> 
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peridotite emplaced along mid-ocean ridges. Duri~g subduction 
the peridotite is altered through hydration to serpentine. 
The relatively incompetent serpentine then serves as the sole 
of large thrust faults, by which means large slabs of oceanic 
rocks (ophiolite sequences) are emplaced upon the continental 
margin in a pr.ocess termed obduction (Coleman, 1971). 
In areas where the pr.ocess of serpentinization has been 
fairly comple.te, the .serpentinite may· be remobilized by later 
tectonic stresses and injected in an essentially solid state 
along steeply dipping faults (Baldwin, 1973), res~lting in a 
linear outcrop pattern like the one shown by the serpentinite 
body in the study area. 
V. GRANODIORITE 
A small body of granodiorite intrudes the Rogue Forma-
tion just south of the contact with the Dothan Formation. 
~ Excellent exposures are present on Cow Creek Road and in the 
bottoms of Dads and Cow Creeks. In outcrop the granodiorite 
is a massive, block~-jointed rock that is cut by frequent 
small scale near vertical shears. It is relatively hard and 
typically forms steep-faced outcrops, particularly in the 
section of Dads Creek between Cow Creek and Cow Creek Road. 
The granodiorite weathers to a deep reddish brown color and 
conunonly is covered by 60-90 centimeters of red-brown soil. 
Hand specimens are dark. grayish gr~en in color when fresh and 
are composed of 35-50 percent saussuritized plagioclase and 
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50-65 percent green hornblende. A little quartz (generally 
two to three percent) and m~gnetite can usually be rec9gnized. 
The dark color, due to the abundant hornblende, and the deep 
red-brown weatheripg color and soil give the outcrops an 
appearance that is more characteristic of peridotite than 
granodiori t,e. 
The intrusive is a. ·granodiori.te in name only. Table I 
shows that it is classified as a. granod1orite due to the per-
cent~ge of potassium feldspar present in the rock. In thin 
section,- the mineral9gy is much more typical of a diorite, 
and, in fact, the mineral9gical composition of the rock falls 
very near the boundary between. granodiorites, quartz diorites, 
and diorites. It is holocrystalline, medi.um. grained phaneri-
tic, and hypidiomorphic-granular. The pl~gioclase feldspar 
forms subhedral to euhedral phenocrysts with moderate to 
strongly corroded rims. Carlsbad and albite twins are common. 
Nearly all are normally zoned with cores rapging from An 29 to 
An 38 and rims ranging from An 17 to Ari 27. The zonipg is 
accentuated by alteration of the cores and little or no altera-
tion of the rims. The cores of the plagioclase phenocrysts 
are typically riddled with inclusions of hypersthene, augite, 
magnetite, chlorite, sericite, apatite, and sphene. Occasion-
al phenocrysts possess oscillatory zoning, which is accented 
by alternation free cores and rims surroundipg bands of in-
tense alteration. The potassium feldspar present is ortho-
clase. Most typically it is found in small, clear, intersti-
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tial patches, but occasionally it can be seen mantling plagio-
clase phenocrysts. Myrmekite is fairly common where ortho-
clase is in contact with plagioclase feldspar. Quartz is 
present in interstitial patches containipg only a few vacuoles 
and rare hairlike inclusions of rutile. 
The primary mafic minerals present are hypersthene, 
augite, and hornblende. Hypersthene forms discrete, small, 
pale green, subhedral to anhedral phenocryst:s. A~gite forms 
discrete pale yellowish. green phenocrysts like hypersthene and 
occasional larger anhedral masses which are mantled by a re-
action rim of hornblende. Sometimes .the reaction has pro-
gressed nearly to completion, leavipg only a small core of 
augite. Prismatic brownish green to blue~green hornblende 
forms large subhedral phenocrysts showipg. good prism faces and 
ragged terminations. There is always some alteration to 
chlorite, either along. cleavage traces or in irregular patches. 
Inclusions are common, occasionally resulti~g in poikilitic 
textures. Where hornblende is adjacent to pl~gioclase pheno-
crysts, acicular growths of hornblende commonly penetrate into 
the plagioclase. 
No biotite was seen in the four thin sections studied, 
but there is abundant chlorite present in the. groundmass that 
is always associated with granular sphene. It may be that the 
biotite has been completely altered to chlori~e. 
Magnetite and pyrite are both common, the former as 
discrete grains associated with hornblende and chlorite and 
--......~--~ 
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TABLE I 
MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITION OF FOUR GRANODIORITE SAMPLES 
Samp. Tot. PC Qtz Orth Hb. Pyrx Chl. Pyr. Aces Myrm. 
nn ~+e._ 
-
1 386 22.8 5.7 3.4 29.5 18.4. 13.0 6.2 1.0 -
2 469 49.4 7.o 3.A 1.3 16.0 1.3 8.7 .4 -
3 473 42.5 6.8 5.9 9.7 13.5 7.0 6.~ 1.$ 6.3 
4 561 37.l 5.4 5.4 13.2 20.1 10.1 7.6 .5 .5 
.~ 
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the latter in irregular interstitial masses. Apatite, zircon, 
and sphene are common accessories. 
The exact age of the. granodiorite is uncertain, though 
it is certainly you~ger than the R9gue Formation, which it in-
trudes. 
VI. DOTHAN FORIV.tATIQN 
The Dothan Formation ~as named by Diller (1907) for a 
series of Jurassic sandstones and shales located along Cow 
Creek in the. a:vea under study in thi.s repor.t. The name of the 
formation was derived from the old D-0than post office, once 
located at West Fork on the Southern Pacific Railroad right-
of-way. 
The Dothan Formation underlies nearly ninety percent of 
the study area, being bounded in the southeast corner by the 
contact with the Rogue Formation. Good exposures, due to the 
dense vegetation, are limited primarily to road cuts and creek 
bottoms. The combination of exp~sures provided by Cow Creek 
Road, Cow Creek, and the Southern Pacific Railroad r~ght-of­
way enabled the stratigraphy of the type section to be deter-
mined in some detail, though it was not possible to remove the 
effects of folding due to the total absence of distinctive 
marker beds-. 
Diller (1907) reported that the Dothan Formation was com-
posed predominantly of sandstone, with lesser amounts of shale 
and local beds of co~glomerate and lenses of che~t. Wells and 
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others (1949), in their report on the geology of the Kerby 
Quadrangle, found the formation to be composed of about forty 
percent sandstone, thirty percent shale, fifteen percent 
basalt, and five percent co~glomerate. In the study area, 
based on data presented in Plate III, the formation is compos-
ed of approximate.ly forty-six percent s.:and$tone, thirty-six 
percent shale, four pe.rcent basalt,· one per.cent chert, and 
less than one percent co~glomerate. Thirteen percent of the 
formation, mostly toward the bottom of the s.ection, is un-
expose.d. 
In hand specimen, the sandstones are light to medium 
gray or greenish gray in color when fresh, and light brownish 
yellow to reddish brown when weathered. A fresh surface 
typically has a speckled appearance. Most units are fine to 
medium-grained but rare coarse-grained beds _(grits) are 
present. The rocks are composed of medium to poorly sorted 
angular fragments which consist primarily of pl~gioclase. 
Quartz, biotite, v~lcanic rock fragments, and chert are also 
generally recognizable. Shale rock fragments are quite common 
in many beds. Nearly all are very ·well cemented with re-
crystallized silica cement. Fractures are irr~gular and 
normally cut across grain boundaries, though locally the rocks 
are less well-cemented and fractures do not cut. grain boundar-
ies g Internal stratification of the sandstones is. rare, but 
most are graded to at least some d~gre:e. Quartz veins of ran-
dom orientation,_ generally less than 3 centimeters in width, 
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and ranging in length from a few centimeters to several meters 
cut the sandstones throughout the study area. In places, 
particularly near the contact with the Rogue Formation, near 
intraformational faults, and in the hi~ges of folds the sand-
stone takes on a sl~ghtly schistose textu~e. 
Individual sandstone beds ra~ge in th~ckness from less 
than a centimeter to over thirty mete~s. These very thick, 
massive, beds outcrop in the bottom of Cow Creek northwest of 
Brandt. Where the shale percent~ge is very h;l.gh, .individual 
sandstone beds have usually been shattered, resulting in well-
developed boudinage structures. Joint systems are well-
developed only locally in the study area. 
The sandstones of the Dothan Formation are lithic wackes 
if classified according to Gilbert (1954) and feldspathic 
litharenites (or occasionally litharenites or lithic arkoses) 
if classified according to Folk (1968). In the field such 
rocks are typically termed graywackes. 
Twenty thin sections of Dothan Formation graywackes were 
examined in detail. Nine of the twenty were point counted to 
determine their mineralogical compositions. Figure 3 shows 
the aerial distribution of those sections which were counted, 
while Table II lists the results of the counting. A detailed 
discussion of the petr.ography of the Dothan Formation sand-
stones is included in the appendix. 
The shales of the Dothan Formation generally range in 
color from dark. gray to black and are composed of micro-
Figure 3. Index map showing 'Dothan Formation sandstone 
sample points listed 1n Table II. 
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TABLE II 
MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITION OF NINE DOTHAN FORMATION SANDSTONES 
!amp. Tot. Rock Frag. Rock Name 
No. Cts. Qtz. Feld. Sed. Met. Vol. Ma tr. Acc. (Folk) 
1 452 J.4.2 11.7 6.6 42.7 1.3 10.8 12.6 Litharenite 
15.9 28.3 24.9 B.o Lithic 2 509 10.0 3.0 10.0 Arkose 
478 31.9 22.5 8.o 6.1 10.8 16.4 4.2 
F,eldspa~hic 
3 Litharenite 
4 531 22.1 24.1 1.0 7.0 15.6 20.1 4.o Feldspathie L1thare.n1te 
5 488 20.7 19.8 19.8 4.6 5.4 25.9 3.9 .tt'eJ.dspa 't.n1e L1the.ren1te 
6 493 20.4 23.4 11.4 4.5 6.o 32.8 1.5 th1C Arkose 
628 17.4 24.2 4.5 19.7 .3 28.2 5.7 we1aspatn1c 7 Litharen1te 
8 603 3.7 27.7 4.1 44.1 .2 13.9 6.3 F'e I.CS.spa 'th1c L1the.ren1te 
9 458 12.9 23.4 11.l 6.6 18.l 26.0 2.0 lf'e l. a spe:t ni c Lithe.:renite 
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crystalline a~gillaceous material which is sandy in places. 
They are generally not slaty, tho~gh local exceptions do occur. 
The shales are typically thinly laminated, but where the shale 
percent~ge is high or where it forms thin interbeds between 
more massive sandstone units it is usually stro~gly sheared 
and the beddi~g is difficult to discern. It is not uncommon 
to see stro~gly sheared shale "squirti~g" thro~gh sandstone 
beds which have been ruptured in the process of foldi~g. 
The Dothan basalts in the study area occur near the top 
of the section (Plate III). The best exposures are in road 
and railroad cuts immediately northwest of the bridge across 
Cow Creek at Brandt. 
In hand specimen they are dark. green to black or reddish 
brown weathered and greenish.gray fresh. They are aphanitic 
and are commonly vesicular or amygdaloidal with calcite filled 
amygdules. Outcrops are massive and, as noted by Wells and 
others (1949), where they are aphanitic they commonly look 
like green chert. Shear zones cut the road cuts at Brandt in 
at least two places. The basalt in the shear zones has a 
definite serpentinous appearance. 
Table lII lists the mineral9gical compositions of five 
Dothan basalts as determined by point counting. A detailed 
discussion of the petrography of the Dothan Formation basalts 
is included in the appendix. 
Chert is relatively uncommon in the study area. Bedded 
chert occurs in road and railroad cuts in the NE~ se.c .13 
TABLE III 
MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITION OF FIVE DOTHAN 
FORMATION BASALTS 
Se.mp. Tot. PC Pyrx Mt See No. Cts. 
1 421 19.5 .51 • .5 .5 28 • .5 
2 791 23.3 40.1 .9 35.7 
3 .550 8.7 51.3 18.5 21.5 
4 330 10.9 45.5 7.0 . 36.6 
5 403 16.6 55.l 3.0 25.3 
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northwest of the junction of Riffle Creek and Cow Creek. It 
is reddish brown to brown weatheri!lg and. green or dark. gray 
fresh, and is interbedded with shale. The sequence averages 
about 60 percent chert in. 5-10 centimeter beds. Most of the 
chert observed in the .study area occurs alo!lg Middle Creek. 
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In the east half of section one mass,i.ve. b.eds of. green, buff, 
and gray chert in beds ra!J.gi!lg from a few .ce.ntimeters to 2 
meters are. exposed. Massive red, whi.te,. gray, and_ green chert 
lenses are also exposed along Middle Creek in sections 6, 31, 
32, and 13. In section 33 at the junction of Middle Creek and 
the north trendi!lg tributary, a very large lense of massive 
white chert is expos~d (Plate L). 
Conglomerate is very rare in the study area, being 
limited to the odd pebbly lense in the sandstone; though one 
fairly large lense of pebble conglomerate is exposed in a road 
cut at the junction of Riffle Creek and the major tributary in 
section 26 (Plate I). 
Strat·igraphy' 'Of The· Do'than F·o·rmatl.o'ri Typ·e· se·c·t·i·on . 
Wells and Walker (1953) were able to.subdivide the 
Dothan Formation in the Galice Quadrangle into four distinct 
zones. Zone 1, at the base of the section, was characterized 
by conglomerate beds in a sequence of mudstone, siltstone, and 
sandstone. Shale was the most abundant rock type in the sec-
tion, which was marked at the top by a few hundred meters of 
volcanic layers. The base of zone 2 was marked by lenses of 
red and white chert. The remainder of the zone consisted 
primarily of highly sheared shale, Zone 3 consisted of 
massive medium-grained sandstone units with only a few shale 
partings. Zone 4, at the top of the Dothan Formation, con-
sisted of black shale at the base. followed by· rhythmically 
bedded siltstone and sandston.e. Sandstone abundance and bed 
thickness increased towards the top of the· zone. 
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Dott (1~71), in his work on the s.o.uthwest Or~gon coast, 
and Ramp (1964) were able to trace zones:. 3 and 4 into the 
eastern portion of the Mt. Emily Quadra!lg.l:e. It is also 
possible that the Winchuck Member mapped by Widmier (1962) 
corresponds to zones 1 and 2 (Dott, 1971). This seems to in-
dicate at least a gross continuity of some of th~ lithol~gic 
zones mapped by Wells and Walker (1953) over considerable dis-
tances. 
It should be noted at this point that the term zone, as 
defined for.stratigraphic usage, refers to a. group of beds 
characterized by one or several fossils. Since the Dothan 
Formation is non-fossiliferous, the term cannot properly be 
applied to subdivisions of. the formation. Instead, the Dothan 
Formation in the study area is subdivided into member.s. Member 
2 corresponds to zone 2 of Wells and Walker, member 3 to zone 
3, and member 4 to zone .4. 
Plate III is a stratigraphic column of the Dothan Forma-
tion in the southeast quarter of the Dutchman Butte Quadrangle. 
In the study· area, only members 3 and 4 can be rec~gnized with 
any d~gree of certainty. Member 4 conforms fairly well to the 
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same zone in the Galice Quadrangle. A projection along strike 
of the contact between zones 3 and 4 in the Galice Quadrangle 
crosses Cow Creek just northwest of Langden, which is where 
the contact is actually located in the Dutchman Butte Quad-
rangle. As in the Galice Quadrangle, the member is character-
ized by shale at the base followed by rhythmically bedded silt-
stone and sandstone. Sandstone increases in abundan.ce and bed 
thickness towards the top of the zone, with massive 30 meter 
beds outcropping just east of the boundary between sections 19 
and 20. The 275 meters of basalts near the top of the member 
are apparently not present in the Galice Quadrangle. Normal 
to the strike the member has a thickness of 2.4 - 3.2 kilometers. 
That this figure is lower than the 4.8 kilometer thickness in 
the Galice Quadrangle is due to the fact that the rocks are 
striking into the Dothan-Rogue contact· rather than parallel to 
it. The true thickness of the member is 1440 meters (4780 feet). 
Member 3 is less well defined in the study area. A pro-
jection along strike of the contact between zones 2 and 3 in 
the Galice Quadrangle crosses Cow Creek just southeast of West 
Fork. Within this member massive, medium-grained sandstone 
units with rare shale partings of less than 2 centimeters are 
common (Figure 4). Bedded chert crops out toward the middle of 
the member in the NE\ of section 13, and the amount of shale in-
creases somewhat towards the top of the section. The member 
is approximately 3.2 kilometers thick normal to the strike 
'i 
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with a true thickness of 1600 meters (5252 feet). 
The division between member 3 and what corresponds in 
position ·to member 2 is somewhat artificial. Above the bound-
ary thin shale parti!1gs of less than two centimeters are the 
rule, while below the boundary shale increases substantially 
in abundance, locally b.ecomi!lg more abundant .than sandston_e. 
The strat~graphy is somewhat complicat.ed by_ gaps ~n the expos-
ures towards the bottom of the section; . .but nowhere,. even 
assumipg the gaps to be 100 per.cent shale, does the shale per-
cent~ge approach that of zone 2 in the Galice Quadrangl,e. 
Lateral variation in lithology is the most likely explanation 
for the differences between zones in the two quadrangles. In 
the study area member 2 is composed of rythmically interbedded 
sandstone and shal.e. Though shale is considerably more abun-
dant than in zone 3, sandstone dominates in the section. The 
lenses of chert which crop out along Middle Creek are located 
at the approximate boundary between members 2 and 3. Member 2 
is about 4.8 kilometers thick normal to the strike with a true 
thickness of 3810 meters (12,500 feet). 
Zone 1 does not appear to crop out in the southeast 
quarter of the Dutchman Butte Quadra!lgl.e. The projection of 
the zone 1-zone 2 boundary northward from the Galice Quad-
rangle crosses the extreme northeast corner of the study area, 
btit no· zone 1 type rocks were encountered. 
The true thickness of the Dothan Formation is difficult 
. to determine owipg to the complex foldipg and faulting that 
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has taken place and the lack of definitive marker bed.s. 
Diller (1907) thought that the formation was more than 1.7 
~ilometers (1 mile) and possibly closer to .3.4 kilometers (2 
miles) thick. Wells and others (1949) estimated 1525 to 2135 
meters (5000-7000 .feet), while Wells and Walker (1953) came 
up with an estimate of 5485 meters (18~00Q reet). or mo~e. The 
later f~gure is based .at least in part on the assumption that 
member 3 has not unde~gone any clo.se foldip:g. Jr~gure 5, a 
phot9graph of a very t~ght inclined fold in the massive sand-
stones of member 3, shows that that assumpti.on may not be 
vali.d. 
The.6850 meters (22,475 feet) of section that has been 
measured in the study area (Plate III) does not include zone 1 
and a small part of zone 2 of Wells and Walker (1953·). Alo~g 
the Rogue River, zone 1 has a thickness of about 6.4 kilo-
meters normal to the strike (Wells an~ Walker, 1953). Thus it 
appears that 5485 meters, even if there has been some folding 
of the massive sandstones of member 3, is a reasonable esti-
mate for the total thickness of the Dothan Formatio.n. 
Age And Rel~t~ons 
The age and relationship of the Dothan Formation to the 
Rogue and Galice formations was a subject of controversy until 
the early 1970's. The problem arose from the facts that the 
Dothan Formation does not contain fossi.ls and that all three 
formations strike northeast, dip to the· southeast, and are for 
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the most part right-side-up, though local exceptions are 
common. 
Diller (1914) believed that the three formations were 
.overturned and that the Dothan Formation was the youngest of 
the three. Taliaferro (1942). examined the type section of the 
Dothan Formation alo~g. Cow Creek and concluded that it was 
right~side-up, that the shales of the Ualice and Dothan forma-
tions were metamorphosed to the same d~gree, .and that the con-
tact with the Rogue Formation was_ gradational in nature. 
Based on these observations, Taliaferro concluded that the 
Dothan Formation was the oldest of the three. Wells and 
others (1949) could find no definite evidence in the Kerby 
Quadrangle supporting either view but Wells and Walker (1953) 
confirmed that the formations were not .overturned and there-
fore a~sumed that the Dothan was the olde~t, thoµgh recogniz-
ing that the stratigraphic sequence could have been reversed 
along large displacement high angle reverse faults. Irwin 
(1964) suggested that the Rogue and Galice formations have 
been thrust over the Dothan Formation and that ·the latter has 
a post~Nevadan age. Dott (1971) obtained a potassium-argon 
age of 149 4 m.y. on a sample from a rhyolite flow in the 
Dothan ~ormation near Collier Butte, indicati~g a pre-Nevadan 
age for the unit. Hotz (1969), however, effectively calls 
that_age date into question on the basis of the samples 
anomalously low potassium content and lack of incipient 
devitrification. Baldwin (1969) postulated that the Dothan 
and Qalice formations represent different pre-Nevadan facies 
in fault contact, but, following the diacovery of B~chia 
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·p1ochii in Dothan Formation float by Ramp (1969), now con-
siders the Dothan Formation to ·be .post-Nevadan (Baldwin, 1973 ). 
Hotz (1969) examined the Dothan-R9gue .contact at five loca-
tions, includi~g the one in the study area at Brandt, and 
decided that they are in fault contact alo~g an eastward dip-
pi~g shear zone, and that .the ~ge of the Dothan Formation is 
Latest Jurassic or perhaps Early Cret.aceoU:s •· 
In the southeast quarter of the Dutchman Butte Quad-
rangle the contact between the Dothan and R~gue formations is 
topographically subdued, as is expected in a zone of strong 
shearing. Figure 6 is a phot9graph of the contact in a clear-
cut immediately south of Cow Creek at Brandt, where sheared 
black shales of the Dothan Formation are in contact with sil-
icic tuffs of the R~gue Formation. The contact is marked by a 
slight cha~ge in soil color, not noticeable in the photograph. 
The soils overlying the shales of the Dothan Formation are a 
darker brown than those overlyi~g the silicic tuffs of the 
Rogue Formation. 
The contact is well exposed in the bottom of Cow Creek 
southeast of Brandt and in section 21 on Dads Cree.k. An 
important exposure is also located just northeast of the junc-
tion of Dads Creek and the north-trendipg tributary in section 
21. Hotz (1969), in examini~g the cont.act southeast of Brandt, 
noted that interbedded shale,. graywacke, and pillow basalts 
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were exposed northwest of Brandt and well-foliated. green-
s chis ts were exposed southeast of Brandt. The area between 
consisted of stro~gly sheared and contorted black mudstone 
containing detached blocks of semischistose. graywacke. The 
chapge to greenschist was abrupt, with no. evidence of. grada-. 
tion or interfi!J.geri!J.g as no.ted by Taliaferro (1942.). 
F;tgure 7 is a pho.t9graph taken in the'. contact· zone at 
Brandt showipg a .detached bl.eek of semischis ..tose. grayw.acke set 
in a h~ghly sheared shale matri.x. All of the shale in the con-
tact zone is not sheared to the same d~gree as that in figure 
7, however. With increasing sandstone pe.rcent~ge, beddipg in 
the shale is more easily rec9gnize.d. When the shale-sandstone 
ratio reaches three to two beddipg is readily apparent and the 
rocks are typically tightly folded anq cut by numerous small 
faults. With even higher sandstone percent~ges the folds are 
more open and the shattering of beds is common. In places 
within the shear zone the shales possess a definite phyllitic 
sheen, but there is no difficulty differentiatipg them from 
rocks of the Rogue Formation. The overall shale-sandstone 
ratio in the shear zone at Brandt aver~ges three to one (Plate 
III). 
Nowhere at Brandt can rocks of the Dothan Formation be 
seen directly in contact with rocks of the R~gue Formation. 
There are, however, outcrops within about 15 meters of one 
another, and, as noted by Hot~ (1969)., ~he transition is 
abrupt rather than. g~adational, with sl~ghtly phyllitic Dothan 
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shales on one side and greenschist facies silicic tuffs of the 
Rogue Formation on the other. 
In the bottom of Dads Creek rocks of the Dothan and 
Rogue formations are in direct contact with one anothe:r. Here 
the Dothan Formation is composed exclustvely of shale so badly 
sheared that no trace of bedding can be· ob.serv.e:d. Toward the 
contact abundant fine'."'"·grained epidote veins are prese.n.t. This 
passes abruptly into shear.ed rocks. of the R9gue Formatio.n. 
The sheari~g within the R9gue Formation· is not extensive. 
Within 5 meters of the contact are hard unsheared silicic 
tuffs like those described at Brandt. 
Northeast of the intersection of Dads Creek and the 
north-trending tributary in section 21, a small block of high-
ly sheared serpentinite lies within thinly laminated green-
schists of the Rogue Formation. The total length of outcrop 
is only 30 meters, of which only half is serpentinit~, but it 
is almost certainly in place. Just north of this outcrop, in 
the bed of the tributary," highly sheared Dothan shales are ex-
posed.· Other very small exposures of serpentinite lie along 
the logging road that pa~allels the north side of Dads Creek 
to the east of the above outcrop, but they may not be in place. 
Based on information presented by Wells and others 
(1949), Hotz (1969), and observations made in the southeast 
quarter of the Dutchman Butte Quadra~gle it is apparent that 
the Dothan and Rogue formations are in fault contact. Three 
point solutions from data obtained within the study area in-
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dicate that the fault plane dips 28° -33°to the southeast. 
Hotz (1969) measured the dip at 30° southeast at a location 
just north of the Benton Mine (about i.0.5 kilometers south-
west of Brandt), but stated that the relationship of the fault 
trace to topography in other areas indicated eastward dips of 
as much as 45°- 60°, with possible local dips of 90°. 
The discovery or· "Bu·chi'a ·p·i·6chii in the' Dothan Formation 
by Ramp (_1969) indicates a Portlandian-.lo.wer Purbeckian post-
Nevadan ~ge for the uni.t. Other evidence supportipg a post-
Nevadan ~ge includes the presence of. granitic cobbles in con-
glomerate lenses on the Or~gon coast (Dott, 1971:) (Implying 
that the Dothan Formation was formed in part by the erosion 
of rocks emplaced during the Nevadan Orogeny), and the total 
absence of Jurassic ~ge intrusives (Beaulieu, 1971), which can 
be found in formations of pre-Nevadan ~ge. 
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 
I. FOLDING 
The dominant structural trend in the southeast quarter 
of the Dutchman Butte Quadrangle is indicated by· the north to 
northeast strike and moderate to s.teep southeast dips of the 
Dothan and Rogue formations. As noted by Wells and Walker 
C.1953) 1 the attitudes are the result of tangential compression 
which has closely folded the roc~s. 
Within a sandstone-shale sequence, the response of a 
particular group of rocks to a given stress largely depends 
upon the relative per·centages of sandstone and shale. Where 
thick sequences of shale are present, very tight, isoclinal 
folds develop; but as sandstone increases in abundance and bed 
thickness the folds become more open. In the Galice Quad-
rangle, the four zones within the Dothan Formation display the 
effect very well. Zone 1, which does not outcrop in the study 
area, is characterized by very tight isoclinal folding which 
can be observed down to the microscopic scale. Since the most 
abundant rock types in zone 1 are shale and siltstone, rather 
tight folding is to be expected. The same style of folding 
was also noted in the fine tuffs of the Rogue Formation in the 
Galice Quadra~gle. In zone 2, where the sandstone percentage 
is higher, folds are more open, with wavele~gths approaching 
several hundred meters. In the very massive sandstones of 
1 
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zone 3 no folds were observed; here it is assumed that the 
sandstones responded to stress by faulting and bedding plane 
slippage (Wells and Walker, 195~). 
The same effects can be seen in the study area. North 
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of West Fork, in member 2, the folds tend to be more open 
where the relative percent~ge of sandstone is h~ghe.r. This 
accounts for the increasi~g frequency of dips to the north-
west and the decreasi~g frequ~ncy of overturned beds as the 
northern boundary of the area is approach~d. Towards the top 
of member 2 in rythmically interbedded sandstone and shale 
sequences where the shale percent~ge is h~gher, t~ght folds 
are more common. In the massive sandstones of member 3, 
which outcrop along Cow Creek ro~ghly between West Fork and 
Langden, tight foldi~g is less common, though not entirely 
absent, as evidenced by figure 5 and the sequences of overturn-
ed beds present in the zone (The tops and bottoms of beds with-
in the Dothan Formation are easily determined, as nearly all 
sandstone beds more than a few centimeters thick are internally 
graded, and sole markings of various kinds are quite common. 
No instances of reverse grading were encountered • .). In member 
3 small faults with displacements of several meters are common. 
The most conspicuous folds in the thicker sandstone beds are 
drag folds near large intraformational faults (Figure 8). 
Within member 4 the fold styles, as m~ght be expected, are 
h~ghly variable. In the shale sequence at the base of the 
zone, the rocks are intensely plicated; so much so that at one 
l 
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point a single shale lamination was traced through seven 
successive fold hinges over a distance of only 2.5 centi-
meters. In the thi.ck bedded sandstones and basal.ts of member 
4 folds were not observ~d. Narrow shears are, however, fair-
ly commo.n. The section at the top of the member has been in-
tensely folded as a result of motion on th~ fault separating 
the Dothan and R9gue formations. 
To develop a more detailed understandi~g of the foldi~g 
in the Dothan and R9gue formations on the mesoscopic and mac-
roscopic scales, sixteen domains were selec.ted with the intent 
of providing a relatively uniform spaci~g across the study 
area. F~gure 9 is an index map showi~g the domain locations. 
Mesoscopic and macroscopic, as defined by Turner and 
Weiss (1963), are terms which refer to the scale of geologic 
J 
bodies. The mesoscopic scale includes those bodies which can 
be studied by direct observation, ranging in size from hand 
specimens to large continuous exposures. Macroscopic scale 
bodies are those which are too large or too poorly exposed tq 
be studied by direct observation. Their study must be accom-
plished by extrapolation of mesoscopic observations. A 
domain, in the structural sense, is a "finite three-dimension-
al portion of a rock body that is statistically homogenous on 
the scale of the domain" (Turner and Weiss, 1963, p. 20). 
Since no. geologic body is truly hom9genous on any scale, it 
is necessary to speak in terms of statistical hom9geneity. 
When a sample taken from a rock body i.s large with respect to 
-· < 

Figure 9. Index map of domain looat1o~s in the southeast 
quarter of the Dutchman Butte Quadrangle. 
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the heterogeneities in structure present in the rock body, 
then each sample will contain a representative distribution 
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of the heterogeneity. The samples are stati.stically identical 
and the body is statistically hom9genous (Turner and Weiss, 
1963.). As an example which is directly appl.icable to the pre-
sent study, consider a shale~graywacke sequence in which pri-
mar~r beddi!lg repre.sents a structural he.ter9genei ty. of interest. 
On the macroscopic scale, in a complexly folded terrain, the 
body ts certainly not hom9geneous with resp:ect to bedding 
atti.tude.s. Within a carefully selected domain, however, such 
as one located on the li.mb of a cylindrical fold, all bedding 
attitudes will be identical (in theory), and thus the domain 
will be statistically homogenous with respect to bedding in 
that each sample from the domain wi.11 be statistically identi-
cal to every other sample from that domain. 
The structure of geologic bodies can also be studied on 
the microscopic scale by examining the preferred orientation 
of certain minerals. Of particular interest in slightly meta-
morphosed rocks like those of the Dothan Formation is the 
orientation of the c axis of quartz. This s~udy was not under-
taken in the Dutchman Butte Quadrangle as most thin sections 
of Dothan graywackes did not possess suff~cient single quartz 
grains to permi~ a statistically valid sample to be taken, and 
because a cursory examination of quartz. grain extinction in 
the thin sections did not show any obvtous preferr~d orienta-
tion • 
• 
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Within each of the sixteen selected domains, the strike 
and dip of bedding (des~gnated So), and the ·trend and plu!lge 
of observable fold axes (designated Lfa) were measured using 
a Brunton compass. Strikes and dips were determined by plac-
ing the compass directly on the bed bei~g measured in order 
.to preserve local variat.ions in att.i tude. due. to folding. 
Where the trend and plu~ge of a fold axis. could not be direct-
ly measured in the field, a minimum of thr.ee and normally four 
beddi!lg attitudes were taken at various points on the fold. 
The attitudes were plotted on a stereonet and the resulting 
great circle intersection was used as the trend and plu!lge 
of the fold axis. A minimum of 42 and a maximum of 66 bedding 
attitudes (So) were measured in each of the sixteen domains. 
As many fold axis lineations (Lfa) were measured as could be 
found, ranging from as few as zero in one domain to as many 
as 16 in anothe.r. Where possible, the shear senses of folds 
were noted by looking down the plu~ge of the fold and deter-
mining the direction of rotation, either clockwise or counter-
clockwise, that would result in the observed fold. Figure 10 
gives examples of shear sense. 
The data obtained in each domain was plotted on a 
Schmidt equal-area projection, which is used to display the 
orientation of linear and planar structures occurring in the 
rocks. The Schmidt net is constructed by the equal-area pro-
jection of a hemisphere, with parallels of latitude and 
meridians of lo!lgitude, onto a planar surfa~e. The meridians 
(great circles) of the net represent the traces of planes 
which pass through the center and nortn and south poles of 
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the hemisphere. The parallels (small circles) are the traces 
of planes which are pe:rpendicular to the plane of projection, 
but do not pass through the center of the hemisphe~e. The 
equator of the net is also a. great. circl.e. In a Schnlidt, or 
equal-area, projection, all equal areas of the surface of the 
reference sphere remain equal on the projection. As a result 
of this feature, the density distributton of the points on the 
projection faithfully represents t~e preferred orientation of 
the lines and planes in spa~e. 
Pi. di~grams were constructed from the bedding attitudes 
(So). obtained in each domain. In pi di~grams, the poles (per-
pendiculars) to the planar elements rather than the great 
circles representing the planar elements are plotted. Con-
touring was accomplished usipg the Mellis, or circle, method, 
which is most suitable for diagrams containing less than 150 
points. In this method a circle representi~g one percent of 
the Schmidt net area is drawn around each poi.nt of the diagram, 
resulti~g in a network of overlapping circles which can be con-
toured. For example, the contour representing a density of 3 
points per 1 percent area outlines the area in which 3 circles 
overlap (Turner and Weiss, 1963:). Contour intervals of 1, 3, 
5, 7. and in most cases 9 points per 1 percent area were used 
on each diagram. Where possible the fold axis lineations were 
plotted directly on the pi di~grams for each domain. A sepa-
.'. 
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Figure 10. Examples of shear sense. Down plunge is into 
the page. a. Clockwise shear sense. b. Counterclockwise 
shear sense. o. Shear sense unoertatn. 
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rate plot of fold axis lineations was constructed. where neces-
sary due to the number of points. 
In a homogenous domain there are four possible distrib-
utions of points: 
1. The points may be randomly distributed. There is no pre-
ferred orientation of st~uctural elements in the domain. 
2. There is a si~gle area of h~gh concentration,. generally 
with a well defined center of. gravity, .called a point maximum. 
This indicates parallelism of the fabric element plotted. 
3. The points are concentrated approximately along a great 
circle zone called a. girdle. If the points represent lines, 
they are statistically coplana.r. If the points are the poles 
of planes, the planes are statistically cozonal. The pole of 
the great circle corresponding to the girdle is the girdle 
axis, also known as the fJ axis if the girdle is composed ~f 
the poles of planes. Most girdles show one or more internal 
maxima. 
4. The points are concentrated approximately along a small 
circle of the projection called a cleft girdle or small circle 
girdle. Internal maxima are usually present. The fabric ele-
ment of interest, either planar or linear, has a preferred 
orientation at a fixed a~gle to a line called the girdle axis. 
(Turner and Weiss, 1961). 
Distributions 2 and 3 are of primary interest in the do-
mains analyzed in the study area. 
A particular orientation di~gram is said to be statis-
I 
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tically significant if the important features of the diagram 
can be reproduced from another set of data taken from the same 
domain (Turner and Weiss, 1963). A test f~r statistical s~g­
nificance was made in one domain in the study ar~a. Figures 
20 and 21 are orientat~on diagrams from domain 6, located 
immediately south of Cow Creek at West Fo~k. F~gure 20 is a 
pi diagram of fifty So attitudes taken by the ·author and D.r. 
G. T. Benson during the summer of 1973. F~gure 21 is a pi 
di?tgram of twenty three So attitudes taken by- D.r. Benson during 
the summer of 1972. A quick. glance is all that is necessary 
to see th.at the two diagrams are nearly identical, and that 
the data is indeed reproducible. 
Following are descriptions of each of the sixteen do-
\· mains measured in the southeast quarter of the Dutchman Butte 
I 
Quadrangle. 
D'oh1ain· 1 
Domain 1 is located along Cow Creek Road in the NW\ NE\ 
sec.26 T31S RBW, approximately opposite the junction of Cow 
Creek and Darby Creek (F~gure 9). The rocks consist of 70 per-
cent sandstone in highly variable beds ranging from less than 
2.5 centimeters up to 1 meter in thickne~s. The shale is 
typically in interbeds of 1 - 2 centimeters, though thicker 
sequences up to 20 - 25 centimeters are not uncommon. 
The pattern displayed on the orientation diagram for 
domain 1 (Figure 11) is basi~ally a point maximum, though the 
slight elongation of the contours enables a weak girdle to be 
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drawn. The_ girdle indicated on figure 11 is not unique, as 
there is a range of great circles striki~g Nl0-20E and dipping 
40~5ow that fit the observed data fairly wel.l. The E fold 
axis has a plunge and trend of 46S74E. 
The three fold axis lineations measured in domain 1 were 
taken from rather open dr~g folds. All had a clockwise shear 
sens.e. As can be seen in figure 11, none of the. three was of 
any particular value in confirmi~g the ·posit.ion of the 8 fold 
axi.s·. 
· no·maTri 2 
Domain 2 is located along Cow Creek Road in the center 
of s·e.c. 26 T31S RBW (Figure 9). The. orientation diagrams· 
(Figures 12, 13, and 14) are somewhat difficult to interpret. 
While data was being gathered in the field, a distinct change 
in lithology and bedding orientation was noted approximately 
midway through the section (Point A on figure 9). North of 
the change the lithology averaged 95 percent sandstone in 
massive .3 to 1 meter beds with shale as thin interbeds of 
less than 1 centimete.r. South of point A on figure 9 the 
lithology changed to approximately 55 percent sandstone in 
highly variable beds ranging from .2.5 centimeters up to l 
meter. Shale sequences occ~sionally reached 1.5 --1.8 meters 
in thickness. 
In order to help simplify the interpretation of the data, 
separate pi diagrams were constructed for atti.tudes collected 
north of point A (Figure 13) and south of point A (Figure 14). 
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Figure· 11. Domain 1, NW·t NEt sec. 26 TJlS R8W. 49 poles 
to So, 3 Lfa. Contours 2.04%, 6.12%,10.20%, 14.28%, per 1% 
area. Points with arrows 1nd1ca·te Lfa with shear sense. 
Dashed line is gird.le. Circle indicates ta fold axis .. 
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F~gure 12 is the orientation di~gram for the .entire domain. 
The distribution of points in f~gure 12 is co~plex, and 
appears to result f~om the superposition of the east-southeast 
fold axis trend of domain 1 and the stro~g northeast trend of 
domain 3. In subdomain 2a (Figure 13) the northeast trend is 
fairly well defined by a. girdle with aa axis trending N60E 
and plu~gi~g l~ • The. girdle correspondi~g to the southeast 
trend, tho~gh not quite as strongly developed, is supported by 
three fold axis lineation.s·. These poi.ntS' represent. good qual-
i t~ data obtained from open dr~g fol~s. The plu~ge and trend 
of the southeast /!J axis is 23S76E. 
In subdomain 2b (Figure 14) only the southeast trend is 
really well developed and no attempt has. been made to force a 
fit with the northeast trend. The attitude of the B fold axis 
is 42S46E. Unfortunately, the fold axis lineations measured 
in the field are ·or no assistance in locati~g the girdle. 
These attitudes were taken from drag folds which were some-
what tighter than those of subdomain.2a, which is to be expect-
ed considering the h~gher percentage of shale in subdomain 2b. 
The gi·rdles and S fold axes indi.cated on figure 12, the 
pi diagram for the entire domain, are identical to those on 
figures 13 and 14. It is easy to see that they fit the com-
bined data of figure 12 nearly as well as they do the individ-
ual subdomains. Whether due simply to litholog~, or perhaps 
to a small unobserved fault, it is apparent that the two zones 
on either side of point A are substantially different. 
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Figure 12. Domain 2, center sec. 26 TJ1S.R8W. 59 poles to 
So. 6 Lfa. Contours 1.69%,5.08%, 8.47%, 11.86%, per 1~ 
area. Points with arrows indicate Lta with shear sense. 
Dashed lines are girdles. Circles indicate~ fold axes. 
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Figure 13. Domain 2A, center sec. 26 TJ1S R8W. 26 poles 
to So. J Lfa. Contours J.85%, 11.54%, 19.23%, 26.92%, per 
1% area. Points with arrows indicate Lta with shear sense. 
Dashed lines are girdles. Circles indicate ~ told axes. 
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Figure 14. Domain 2B, center seo. 26 T)lS R8W. JJ poles 
to So. J Lfa. Contours 3.03~, 9.09%, 15.15%, 21.21%, per 
1% area. Points with arrows indicate Lfa with shear sense. 
Dashed lines are girdles. Circles 1ndioate/3 fold axes. 
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Doma·i·n· 3 
Domain 3 is located along Cow Creek Road in the SW\ NW~ 
sec.35 T31S RBW, approximately .4 ~ .8 kilometers south of the 
junction of Dutchman and Cow Creeks (F;tgure 9). The rocks 
are composed of 60-70 per.cent shale in se~uences of predomi-
nantly shale alternatipg with sequences of predominantly sand-
stone. The shale sequences are thicker, .o.ccasi-onally reaching 
8 meters.· Most of the sandstone is in heds of .3 - 1 meters, 
tho~gh thinner beds are commo.n. The shale is h;l.ghly sheared 
and .contorte.d. 
The orientation di~gram for the domain (F;I.gure 15) shows 
a very stropg girdle pattern with a B fold axis trending N34E 
and plupging 26. • This .~grees very well with the sixteen fold 
axis lineations measured in the domain (Figure 16). Figure 17 
is a contoured plot of the same sixteen fold axes. The folds 
measured were of several styles, ranging from rather gentle 
flexures·with wavelengths and amplitudes of. several meters 
measured in predominantly sandstone sequences, to small, very 
t~ght folds measured in predominantly shale sequences. 
The northeast trend in the domain is very well developed, 
with no indication of the southeast trend evident in domains 1 
and 2. 
D"omai·n· 4 
Domain 4 is located alo~g Cow Creek Road in the W~ NW~ 
sec.2 T32S RBW. The lithol9gy is variable, aver~ging about 
50 percent sandstone and 50 percent shale except for a 10 
N 
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Figure 15. Domain J, SWt NWt sec. 35 TJ1S R8W. 60 poles 
to So. Contours 1.67%, 5%, 8.JJ%, 11.67%, per 1% area. 
Dashed 11ne ls girdle. Circle 1nd1cates,8 fold axis. 
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Figure 16. Domain 3, SWt NWt sec. 35 TJlS R8W. 16 Lta. 
Arrows 1nd1oate shear sense. x ind1cates.f9 axis from 
figure 15. 
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Figure 17. Domain J, swt NWt see. 35 TJlS H8W. 16 Lfa. 
Contours 6.25%; 18.75%, Jl.25~. 4).75%, per 1% area. 
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meter section of 90 percent sandstone at the north end of. the 
domain. Graded sequences are common, and their grading and 
the internal grading of individual sandstone beds indicates 
that most of the central portion of the section is overturned. 
A large intraformational fault marks the north end of the do-
main. 
The orientation diagram (Figure 18) is again basically 
a point maximum, but one with enough definition in the con-
tours to permit the drawing of a fairly reliable girdle. The 
attitude of the resulting B axis is 36N50E. The fit of the 
fold axis with measured fold axis lineations is excellent in 
trend and plunge. The folds measured were for the most part 
gentle ·flexures with wavelengths and amplitudes of several 
meters. 
Dotnain 5 
Domain 5 is located along Cow Creek in the SE~ sec.2 
T32S R8W approximately .8 kilometers north of West Fork. The 
rocks average about 60 percent sandstone with predominantly 
sandstone sequences (of approximately 80 percent sandstone) 
alternating with predominantly shale sequences (of approxi-
mately 60 percent shal~). The individual sequences average 
about 4.5 meters in thickness. Sandstone beds vary from 5 -
7.5 centimeters up to l meter. 
The orientation diagram (Figure 19) is a good illustra-
tion of the problems involved in locating weakly defined 
girdles. Without the fold axis lineations as a guide, a 
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Figure 18. Domain 4, wt NWt seo. 2 T32S R8W. 48 poles to 
So. 9 Lfa. Contours 2.08%, 6.25%, 10.42%, 14.58%,.per 1% 
area. Poi·nts with arrows indicate Lfa with shear sense. 
Dashed line 1ndioates girdle. Circle 1nd1oates f3 fold axis. 
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Figur~ 19. Domain 5, SEI sec. 2 T32S R8W. 55 poles to . 
So. Lfa. Contours 1.82%, 5.45%, 9.09%, 12.?3%, 16.J6%, 
per 1% area. Points with arrows indicate Lfa with shear 
sense. Dashed lines are girdles. Circles indicate S 
fold axes. 
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northeast striki~g girdle can be drawn resulti~g in a S fold 
axis with an attitude of 60S75.E. The fold axis lineations, 
however, constrain theB fold axis to a more northeasterly 
trend, resulti~g in an attitude of 44N68E, which ~grees ex-
tremely well with two of the fold axes and fairly well with a 
third. In. general, the trend in domain 5 is more easterly 
than that in domains 3 or· 4, looking more like th~ east-south-
eas t· trends of .domains 1 and .2. 
The folds in domain 5 are upr~ght, large amplitude, 
moderate wavele~gth.chevron folds. No overturned beds are pre-. 
sent in the domain. 
D'omatn· 6 
Domain 6 is located along Cow Creek Road in the SE~SW\ 
sec. 1 T32S R8W and the NE\ NW\ se.c. 12 T32S R8W; at the junc-
tion of the ~outhern Pacific Railroad right-of-way and Cow 
Creek Road. The rocks are composed of 80 percent sandstone, 
most of which is in beds of 13 - 15 centimeter.s. Beds of .• 3 -
.6 meters are common and occasional beds of 1 - 1.3 meters are 
present. Most of the shale is concentrated in interbeds of 
approximately 1 centimeter. 
Two orientation di~grams (~igures 20 and 21) were pre-
pared for the domain as a test for statistical significance. 
Both are point maximums. Figure 20 has a well defined maximum 
at 36N53W, indi,cati~g a parallelism of beddi~g planes with an 
attitude of N37E 54SE. With two fold axis lineations and 
slight elongation of the contours, there is a stro~g tempta-
N 
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Figure 20. Domain 6, NEt NWi sec. 12 T32S R8W. 50 poles 
to So. 2 Lfa. Contours 2.00%, 6.00%, 10.00%, 14.00%, per 
1% area. Points with arrows indicate Lfa with shear sense. 
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Figure 21. Domain 6, NEt NWt sec. 12 TJ2S R8W. 23 poles 
to So, Contours 4.35%, 1J.04%, 21.?4%, per 1~ area. 
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tion to find aS fold axis that fits the da~a. A close in-
spection, however, reveals that there are 1.nnumerable girdles 
that fit very well, with nothipg to. give one preference over 
anoth.er. The center of the point maximum in f~gure 21 is at 
46N43W. 
The outcrop maki!lg up domain· 6 is not stro~gly deforme.d. 
The shale is neither stro~gly. cont"o.rt.ed nor sh.eare.d. The 
:f.'olds· ob.served are very. gent.le, open f.lexures wt th amplitudes 
of about .3 meters and wavele~gths of. 3 - .4.6 meters. 
no·m·a·i'n' 7 
Domain 7 is located on the Southern Pacific Railroad 
right-of-way in the center of sec. 12 T32S R8W, approximately 
.B kilometers south of West Fork (Figure 9). The domain is 
located entirely within member 3, which consists chiefly of 
thick bedded sandstone units (averaging l - 1.3 meters) with 
very thin shale partings, usually of less than 2.5 centi-
meters. Within domain 7, however, are local zones in which 
the amount of shale present reaches fifty percent. 
The pattern displayed on the orientation diagram (Fig-
ure 22) is that of a rather well defined girdle, although the 
scatter is definitely. greater than 1s desirable. The atti-
tude of the S axis, 4S25W, is unusual in its southwestward 
trend and very shallow plu~ge. Elsewhere, only in domain 10 
has a southward trend of aB fold axis been observed. The 
fold axis lineations (Figure 23), though l;vt~g on a northeast-
southwest line, are scattered and of little help. Two agree 
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well with the S axis of figure 21, but three others conform to 
the more common northeasterly trend. 
It is easily seen that if the data of figure 21 were 
rotated in a manner anal~gous to the tippi~g of a teeter-
totter, a northeasterly trend and plu~ge of the B axis could 
he obtained. The que.stion is whether. or .not such a rotation 
is warranted. Have the rocks of domain 7 been disturbed since 
their initial deformation? 
Either landslidi~g or faulti~g could cause rotation 
without s~gnificantly disturbi~g the patterns of deformation 
already present in the rock. Landslidi~g, though common in 
Dothan Formation, is unlikely. Exposures are continuous for 
at least ~8 kilometers in either direction, and nowhere is 
there any evidence of large scale mass movement or problems 
with the railroad right-of-way. The fact that attitudes and 
trends are normal (northeast strike, southeast dip) in domains 
6 and 8, to the immediate north and south, respectively, of 
domain 7, tends to support this view. 
Faulting is a more likely cause of rotation. Intra-
formational faults, though difficult to observe directly in 
the monotonous graywacke-shale sequences of the Dothan Forma-
t ion, appear to be fairly common (Plate I:). In domain 7 .1. 2 -
1.5 meter sandstone beds have b.een deformed in rather open, 
low amplitude, moderate wavele~gth folds almost identical to 
those seen in figure. ,7. Shale beds int·erbedded with the sand-
stones are not badly sheared, a~d beddi!lg is. easily rec~gniz-
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Figure 22. Domain 7, center sec. 12 TJ2S R8W. 58 poles 
to So. Contours 1.72%, 5.17%, 8.62%, 12.07%, per 1% area. 
Dashed line is gird.le. Circle indicates,8 told axis. 
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Figure 23. Domain 7, center sec. 12 T32S RBW. 6 Lfa. 
Arrows 1nd1cate shear sense. Circle 1nd1cates,8 fold axis 
from figure 22. 
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able. Elsewhere in the study area where thicker sandstone 
beds have undergone s~gnificant deformation, differential 
movement between adjacent beds has sheared the shale to the 
point where bedding is unrecognizahle. That this has not . . . 
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occurred in domain. 7 sµggests that the observed folding is the 
result of local dr~g .foldipg near a fault with little differen-
tial movement between ~djacent be~s. 
The linear s~gment of the cr~ek east of domain 7 and a 
moderately stropg aerial phot9graph lineation also tend to in-
dicate the presence of a fault throµgh. the.center of section 
12. 
Although not conclusive, it is considered highly likely . . 
that the rocks of domain 7 have unde~gone at least some rota-
tion since their initial deformation, and that the pattern of 
figure 22 is not necessarily at odds with patterns seen else-
where in the formation. 
Domain 8 · 
Domain 8 is located along the Southern Pacific Railroad 
right-of-way in the SW~ SW~ sec.7 T32S R7W, immediately south-
east of the junction of Susan Creek and Cow Creek (Figure 9). 
The domain lies entirely within member 3, and, as expected, 
the rocks are composed chiefly of th~ck bedded sandstone units 
makipg up, dependipg upon location within the domain, from 60 
to more than 90 percent of the outcrop. Shale is chiefly pre-
sent as interbeds of less than .2.5 centimeters between thicker 
sandstone uni ts, though two 12 meter sequ.ences of 95 percent 
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Figure 24. Domain 8, SWt SWt sec. 7 T32S R7W. 55 poles 
to So. 9 Lfa. Contours 1.82%, 5.45%, 9.09%. 12.73%,. per 
1% area. Points with arrows indicate Lfa with shear sense. 
Dashed line is girdle. Circle indicates$ fold axis. 
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shale are present in the doma~n. The maximum sandstone bed 
thickness is ·1. 2 - 1. 5 meters. Some of the beds, towards the 
south end of the do~ain, are overturned (Plate I). 
The pattern displaye~ on the orientation di~gram (Fig-
ure 24} is that of a very well developed. girdle. The attitude 
of th.e resulti!lg S fold axis is. 34N.75:E, A s·tr.o!lg maximum with-
in th.e girdle at about .45N58W indicate.s a paral.lelism of most 
of the be.ddi~g planes. to an atti.t.ude of N32E .45S.E. The 
fold axis ~grees well with the measured fold axis lineations, 
even tbo~gh. there is some scatter. The shear senses are even-
ly divided, with four clockwise and five counterclockwise. 
The folds observed in the domain were, for the most part, 
fairly tight, inclined, plu!lgi~g folds. A couple were very 
nearly isoclinal. The tightness of the foldi!lg is somewhat 
surprising, considering the high percentage of sandstone pre-
sent in the domain. 
Domain 9 
Domain 9 is located along the Southern Pacific Railroad 
right-of-way in the E~ NE~ sec.13 T32S R8W (Figure 9). It is 
also located within member 3, and sandstone, comprisi~g 70 -
90 percent of the outcrop, is the most abundant rock type. 
Typical beds are .3 - 1 meters in thicknesa. Thinner beds are 
common, but beds thi.cker than about .1. 2 meters are rare. Shale 
is present mostlf as thin parti~gs of less than .2.5 centimeters 
between sandstone beds. Some beds near the north end of the 
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Figure 25. Domain 9, Ei NEt sec. 1 . .3 T)2S R8W. 5.3 poles 
to so. 2 Lfa. Contours 1.89%, 5.-66_%, 9.4J%, 1,3.21%, per 
1% area. Points with arrows indicate Lfa with ahear sense. 
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domain are overturned (Plate I). 
The orientation di~gram (f~gure 25) is a simple point 
maximum with a well defined center ~t. 34N50W, resulting in an 
aver~ge beddipg attitude in the domain of N40E 56S:E. The two 
fold axis lineations on the di~gram were mea~ured on gentle 
flexures and are of .no. value in locati~g a 8 fo.ld axts. 
· D o·ma:-i'ri ·.1 o 
Domain 10 is located alopg Cow Creek Road in the W~ SW~ 
sec.18 T32S R7W, just north of the junction of R1ffle Creek 
and Cow Creek (W~gure 9). Sandstone in the domain slightly 
predomi.nates over shale, comprisipg approximately 60 percent 
of tbe outcrop area. The sandstone. and shale is rather uni-
formly 1.nterbedded, with sandstone beds thicker than • 3 meters 
hei~g ra~e. No overturned beds were encountered. 
The orientation diagram (Figure 26) is qne of the more 
interesting and unusual encountered in the study area. The 
position of the girdle is controlled .by a combination of the 
seven fold axis lineations and the two point maxima. The re-
sulting B fold axis trends due south and plunges 24 degrees. 
The double point maximum of figure 26 is indicative of chevron 
style foldipg, with each ·or the maximums correspondipg to the 
preferred orientation on one of the two limb.s. The fact that 
the maximas are so close t9gether indicates that the folding 
is ver~· t~ght. The fold axis lineations.measured in the do-
main were of two types; either broad gentle flexures or fairly 
~ 
tight dr~g folds formed on the limbs of the la~ger chevron 
I 
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Figure 26. Domain 10, Wt SWt seo. 18 TJ2S R?W. 48 poles 
to So. 7 Lfa •. Contours 2.08%, 6.25%, 10.42%, 14.58%, per 
1% area. Points with arrows indicate Lfa with shear sense. 
Dashed line is girdle. Circle 1nd1cates,B fold axis. 
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fold.s. 
The trend to·the south of the· fold axis and the fold 
axis· 11neat1ons is also unusual. Only the southwest trend in 
domai.n 7 is similiar. Whereas in domain 7 it was th011ght that 
rotation alo~g a fau1t·could account for the anomalous plu~ge, 
in domain io there is no indication of faulti~g. Rotation due 
to mass movement is a .possibility,. :hut .the r.ocks appear to be 
in plac.e. In the· absence of. evi.de.nce. to the: contrary·, it must 
be assumed that ·the rocks of domain 10 .have not .been rotated 
by either faulti~g or landslidi~g. 
· Doma·fn ·11 
Domain 11 is located along Susan Creek Road in the NE\ 
SW\ se.c .17 T32S R7W, at the junction of Sled Creek and Susan 
Creek Road (Figure 9). The rocks of the domain are composed 
of approximately 90 percent sandstone in very uniform beds 
which average about .4 - .5 meters in thickness (see figure 4). 
The maximum observed bed thickness was .6 meters and the mini-
mum .3 meters. The shale partings between the sandstone units 
average about 15 centimeters, with a maximum of 20 centimeters 
and a minimum of 10 centimete~s. Many of the beds. in the domain 
are overturned. · 
The pattern displayed of the orientati.on diagram (Figure 
27) is that of a simple. gi.rdl:e. The attitude of the resulting 
S fold axis is 56 S72E, which ~grees well with the measured 
fold axis· lineations. 
The rocks of domain 11 are t~ghtly folded in a series of 
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Figure ?~. Domain 11, NE~ SW! sec. 17 T32S R?W. 66 poles 
to so. Lfa. Contours 1.52~, 4.55%. 7.58%, 10.61%, per 
1% area. Points with arrows indicate Lfa with shear sense. 
Das~ed line is girdle. Circle indicates$ fold axis. 
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very- t~ght chevron fold.s·. As can be seen in f~gure 5, the 
folds are very nearly isoclinal. The t~ghtness of the fold-
ing 1s unusual consider1pg the h~gh percent~ge of sandstone 
77 
and the thickness of the beds. A response to stress by break-
age would be exp.ec.ted consideri!lg the li th.ol~gy. It is inter-
esti!lg to note that .the atti.tude of th.e· fold in f~.gure 5 is 
the one which most. close·ly ~g.rees with the 8 . . fold axis of 
f~gure 27. 
· Doma·i·n· ·12 
Domain 12 is l.ocated alo!lg Cow Creek Road in the center 
of sec.19 T32S R7W, near La!lgdon (~~gure 9.). The lithology 
is h~ghly- variable, aver~gi!lg overall about 70 percent sand-
stone in beds of .6 ~ .9 mete~s. Local zones of shale several 
meters in thickness are present. The shale is strongly shear-
ed and many overturned beds are present in the domain. 
The orientation diagram (Figure 28) is the most complex 
and difficult to interpret encountered to this point. The 
nine fold axis lineations (Figure 29) are scattered and are of 
little help in locati!lg a S axi~. About the only thing they 
do indicate is that theB axis should trend to the west, with 
a sl~ght preference of a northwest trend over a southwest 
trend. This presents a problem, as the. girdle that best fits 
the data of figure 28 results in a southeast trendi!lg B axis 
with an attitude of 608.30.E. The S axis. ·correspondi!lg to the 
second. girdle shown on f~gure 28 tre.nds N36W and plu!lges 4 
degrees. The fit is excellent in trend with several of the 
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Figure 28. Domain 12, center sec. 19 TJ2S R?W. 50 poles 
to so. Contours 2.00%, 6.00%, 10.00%, per 1% area. Dashed 
lines are girdles. Circles 1nd1oate.8 fold axes. 
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Figure 29. Domain 12, center sec. 19 TJ2S R?W• 9 Lfa. 
Arrows indicate shear sense. Circles 1nd1cate,:3 fold axes 
from figure 28. 
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fold axis lineations, b~t only fair in plu!lge. No. girdles 
could be found that fit the data and result in a southwest 
80 
or northeast trendipgB axis. It should be noted that the 
two. girdles of f~gure·28 are almost identical in strike, diff-
eri!lg only in the amount and dir.ecti«on .of dip. 
Almost certainly .the r.ocks of. dom·ain 12 have been dis-
turbed 1.n some manne.r. The data,. b.o.th .beddi!lg .att_itudes and 
fold axis line.ations; is wi.de.ly .scattere.d. .Thick sandstone 
beds are folded in a manner similiar .to that .ob.served near 
faults {s.ee f~gure 8) , tho~gh no di.stinct fault plane was re-
c9gni zed in the doma1n. The outcrops are badly shattered and 
the shale has been sheared to the point t.hat beddi!lg is un-
rec9gnizabl.e ~ These facts, coupled with the· perhaps anamo-
lous S axis trend tend to indicate that the data from domain 
12 is not reliable as an indication of structural trends. 
n·omatn· ·13 
Domain 13 is located alo!lg Cow Creek Road in the SWI+ SWI+ 
sec.20 T32S R7W, at the junction of the road and Rattail Creek 
(Figure 9.). The rocks vary from 80 to. greater than 95 per-
cent sandstone in fairly uniform beds of .5 - .9 meters. 
Shale is present as interbeds of at most a few centimeters in 
thicknes.s, 
The pattern displayed of the orientation diagram is that 
of a rather weakly defined. girdle with several internal maxima. 
S1nce the maximas do not fall on a single great circle, and 
since there are only two fold axis lineations to aid in loca-
l 
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tion, the position of the axis indicated on figure 29 is not 
unique. There are several girdles striking between N25E and 
about N25W that fit fairly well. The position of the one 
chosen was based primarily on the two well developed maximas, 
and secondarily on the position of the single fold axis linea-
tion in the southeast quadrant. The attitude of the axis is 
54S70E. 
The two distinct maxima would seem to indicate chevron 
style folding as in domain lO. However, no chevron folds were 
observed. The fold in the northwest quadrant was a tight drag 
along a narrow shear zone, and the one in the southeast quad-
rant was a gentle recumbent fold. 
Domain 14 
Domain 14 is located along Cow Creek at Brandt in the 
SE~ SE~ sec.20 T32S R7W. The entire domain lies between the 
bridge over Cow .Qreek and the contact between the Dothan and 
Rogue formations. Overall the rocks average about 75 p·ercent 
shale, but the lithology is highly variable, ranging from about 
95 percent shale down to 30 percent shale. Sandstone beds 
rangle from 30 - 35 centimeters in thickness down to about 1 
centimeter. The aver&ge thickness is 7 - 10 centimeters. 
The pattern displayed on the orientation diagram (Fig-
ure 31) is that of a girdle. The attitude of the resulting B 
axis is 60N55E. The data is again scattered, which, consider-. 
ing the proximity of the domain to the fault separating the 
Dothan and Rogue formations, is understandable. As in domain 
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F'igure 30. Domain 13, SWt SWt seo. 20 T32S R7W. 44 poles 
to So. 2 Lfa. Contours 2.27%, 6.82%, 11.36%, per 1% are~. 
Points with arrows indicate Lta with shear sense. Dashed 
line is girdle. Circle indloates ~ toid.axis. 
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13, there are ~ number of girdles which provi.de acceptable 
fits for the data. 
The fold axis lineations of domain 14 (F~gure 32) were 
for the most part measured on relatively t~ght, upr~ght, 
plup.gi!J.g dr~g folds which were typically. cut by small shears. 
They occurred where the sandst'One .pe.r.cent~ge was h~ghest, as 
sheari!J.g made beddi!J.g virtually unr.ec9gniz.ab.le ·in· zones where 
the:re was little sandstone ( s.ee f~gure. ·7J. The ~greement with 
the B axis is not bad, though in general the measured fold . . 
axes tend to plu!J.ge a litt.le more s.t.eeply than does the 
axi.s. 
· D'o'mai'r1 ·15 
Domain 15 is located alo!J.g Cow Creek Road in the NE\ NE\ 
sec.29 T32S R7W, just southeast.of Bra~dt and adjacent to the 
contact between the Dothan and Rogue formations (Figure 9). 
I • 
The rocks are mostly basic tuffs of the Rogue Formation which 
have been altered· by contact metamorphism. 
The orientation diagram (Figure 33) is a simple point 
maximum indicatipg a planar preferred orientation with an 
attitude of N70E 40SE. No fold axis lineations were measured 
in the domain and there is not eno~gh elopgation in the contours 
to warrant the drawi!J.g of any. girdle. 
· D'o'main· ·16 
Domain 16 is located alo!J.g Cow Creek·Road in the NE\ NW\ 
se.c .30 T32S R7W, fmmediate.ly south ·of the Junction of the road 
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Figure 31. Domain 14, SEi SEt sec. 20 TJ2S R?W. 58 poles 
to So. Contours 1.72%, 5.71%, 8.62%, per 1% area. Dashed 
line ls girdle. Circle 1nd1cates E Fold ax1s·. 
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Figure 32. Domain 14, SEt SEt sec. 20 TJ2S R7W. 1J Lfa. 
Arrows indicate shear sense. Circle indicates S fold axis 
from figure J1. 
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and Dads Creek (F~gure 9). The rocks are ~gain. greenschist 
facies metamorphics of the· R~gue ~ormation consisti~g of most-
ly basic tuffs with a little. greenstone at the north end of 
the domai·n. 
The orientation di~gram (F~gur·e 34), which is similiar 
to that of· domain 15, is a simple .point maximum indicati~g a 
planar preferred orientation with ·an att.i.tude. of· N44E 37SE. 
Ten fold axis line.ati.ons were measured on· small kink folds 
with amplitudes and wave lepgths on the order of a few centi-
meters. Althoµgh too scattered to be useful in locating a 
girdle with an degree· of certainty, they· do :tn.dicate a defin-
ite south~southeast fold axis trend. The attitude of the S 
axis indicated of f~gure 34 is. 30SlOE. 
D'i's'c'u's's'i'on 
The orientation diagrams for the fourteen domains from 
the Dothan Formation rev·eal two important facts concerning the 
structure of the formation. First, as stated at the beginning 
of the section, and as noted by Diller (1907), Wells. and Walker 
(1953), and· most other workers in the Klamath Mountains pro-
vince, the dominant structural feature of the formation is the 
northeast strike and moderate to steep southeast dip of the 
beddi~g. The relative lack of other attitudes indicates that 
the folding is very t~ght, in many places isoclinal. This is 
supported in the field by the alternation ot upr~ght and over-
turned beds in apparently uniformly dippi~g seq.uence.s. The 
hinges of the major folds are only very rarely· seen, and most 
N 
Figure 33. Domain 15, NEt NEt sec. 29 TJ2S R7W. 42 poles 
t~ So. Contours 2.J8%, 7.14%, 11.90%, 16.67%, 21.4J%, per 
1~ area. 
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Figure j4. Domain 16, NEt NWt see. JO TJ2S .R?W. 55 poles 
to so. 10 Lfa. Contours 1.82%, 5.45%, 9.09%, 121?J%, 
16.J6%, per 1% area. Points with arrows indicate Lta with 
shear sense. Dashed line is girdle. Circle indicates ·s 
fold axis. 
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direct observations are limited to small and moderate amplitude 
drag folds occurring on the limbs of the la~ger folds. 
The second feature of interest is the presen~e of two 
distinct sets of B fold axis trends, one to the northeast and 
another to the eas·t-southeas.t. The northeast ·trend is clearly 
evident in domains 2 ,.3, 4.,5, 7 ( ·?), 8, and 14, whfle the east-
southeas t trend is represented by. domains 1, 2.,·6 (.?.), 9(.?),11 (?), 
12, and 1.3. Figure. 35 is a chart summarizing /3 axis trends, . . 
strat~graphic member, and lithol9gy for the sixteen domains. 
Those domains marked with an asterisk contain data which is 
considered to be unreliabie. The or~gin of the differing 
trends is somewhat uncertai"n. The Dothan Formation was appar-
ently deformed in Early to Middle Cretaceous times as a result 
of the eastward underthrusting of oceanic crust .(Dott, 1971; 
Baldwin, 1973-). The result of the def'ormation was a series 
of northeast trendi~g isoclinal folds. The east-southeast 
trend is quite possibly the result of Late Cretaceous or Terti-
ary deformation, as suggested by Irwin (1964) and Dott (1965). 
Structural analysis using techniques similiar to those 
used in this paper was done by Kays (1967) in the Galice Quad-
rangle, immediately sou~h of the pres~nt study area (F~gure 
36). As a result of his analysis, three separate defQrmation-
al trends were identifi~d. Two of the deformations were con-
sidered to be Nevadan, and the third was .po.st-Nevada.n. The 
post-Nevadan deformation resulted in s.t.eeply dipping northwest 
trendi!lg folds (Kays, 1967:). This deformat.ion is the most 
90 
TREND AND STRATIGRAPHIC ESTIMATED 
DOMAIN PLUNGE OF S SANDSTONE 
ZONE PERCENTAGE AXIS 
1 846 2 70. 
2 9;~ 2 95(N) 55(S) 
3 026 2 30 - 40 
4 036 2 50 
5 844 2 60 
6 8 3 80 
7 • 40 J - 80 
8 834 3 60 - 90 
9 0) 3 70 - 90 
10 CD24 j 60 
11 Gs6 J . 90 
• 060 12 4 70 
t3 8s4 4 80 - '95 
14 060 4 25 
15 8 Jrv ~/A 
16 CD 30 Jrv N/A 
Figure 15 • Com.pa.risen· ot 8 axis· t:rend.s. ·and 11 thology. 
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likely cause of the east-southeast trend in the study area. 
It is interesti!lg to note. that in nearly. e.very domain where 
one B axis dominates, a secondary. girdle can be drawn on the 
basis of lesser concentrations that results in a S axis with 
the opposite trend, supporting the idea that two different 
fold sy.s.tems have b.een superimpose:d. 
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The first of. the. two Nevadan deformati.ons :identified by 
Kay·s (1967.) produced .northeast tre.ndi!lg is.oc.linal folds in the 
schisto.se and. gneiss.ic rocks of the R.9g.ue Formatio.n. The 
second primarily produced northeast trendi!lg shears which are 
largel;y· conformable with the first deformatio.n. The two 
orientation di?-grams for R9gue Formati.on domains in the study 
area are similiar, but not identical to those of Kays. In the 
northern part of the Galice Quadra!lgle, only northeast trends 
were observed, but in the central and southern portions of 
the formation, more southerly trends s.imiliar to that of do-
main 16 were present (F~gure 36). 
One of the objectives in performi!lg structural analysis 
in the Dutchman Butte Quadrangle was to determine if differing 
patterns of ~eformation indicate the presence of a fault between 
the Dothan and R9gue formation.s. Theoret.ically, if the form-
ations are in fault contact, the patterns displayed on.the 
orientation diagrams should difi'e:r. Examination of the deform-
ational trends in f~gures 35 and 36 shows that the patterns 
developed in the two formations are indeed different, tho~gh 
perhaps not different. eno~gh to p.rove .. conclusively the exis·t-
l 
I 
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ence of a fault between the~. In the south and central region 
of the Galice Quadrangle, and domain 16 of the study area, the 
trends in the Rogue Formation are. generally north•south, as 
opposed·to the northeast-southeast trends of the Dothan form-
ation. In the nopthern portion of the Galice Quadra~gle, how-
ever, the northeast tr.ends of the R9gue formation closely 
approach those of .. the· Dothan Format.1.o.n. Therefore, although 
the orientation di~grams from the R9.g.ue Formation do differ 
from those of the Dothan Formation, they are .not different 
eno~gh to prove conclusi.vely that the format.ions were deformed 
at different locations or times. The data is s~ggest1ve, how-
ever, and ~uite useful in conjunction with the observations 
made in the previous sectio.n. 
II. FAULTS 
· Reve·r·s·e· F·au·1ts 
The north-northeast trending fault that enters the study 
area in section 33 is the extension of a large high-angle re-
verse fault mapped by Wells and Walker (1953) in the Galice 
Quadrangl,e. As is typical for such structures in the Klamath 
Mountains, serpentinite has been emplaced alo~g the fault, and 
a small block of amphibole. gneiss and schist, tectonically 
rafted to the surface with the serpentinite, is present along 
Cook Creek near its· confluence with Cow Cree.k. The faulti~g 
is the product of the Late Jurass.ic Nevadan Orogeny. Tho~gh 
the absolute ~ge of the earliest faulti~g is unknown, Wells 
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and others (1949) found evidence for moveme.nt up until recent 
times alo~g similiar north~ast trendi~g reverse faults in the 
Kerby Quadra!lgl:e. 
The other major reverse fault in the study area occurs 
at the contact between the Dothan and R9g.ue formations. The 
total displacement on the fault is unknown, but Hotz (1969) 
s~gge.sts that 1 t may have amounted to tens. ·of kilometer.s. 
· 'No'rn1a:1 FauTt s 
Several small northwest and east-west trendi~g normal 
faults have been mapped within the Dothan Formatio.n. Similiar 
structures were noted by Wells and others (1949), Wells and 
Walker (1953), and Kays (1967.). In the Galice Quadrangle the 
faults· were not directly observable and their existence had 
to be inferred from offsets on contacts and st~uctural features 
(Wells and Walker, 1951). The p~oblem is even more pronounced 
in the study area, where there are no contacts or prominent 
structural features to be offset within the Dothan Formation. 
Only the east-west trending fault at the north end of domain 
3 in section 35 was directly observed. The locations of the 
other mapped faults have been inferred of the basis of a com-
binat:f..on of aerial phot9graph lineations and zones of strong 
sheari~g and dr~g foldi~g, particularly 1.n the thicker sand-
stone unit.s. The position of the faults i,s by no means cer-
tai.n. 
GEOLOGIC HISTORY 
In Late Jurassic times the R9gue Formation (and the 
Galice Formation to the east) we.re .deposi.ted west of the con-
tinental ma~gin of .North Amer.ica in an i~·land arc setti~g 
similiar to the Aleutian Islands of .to.day :(Baldwin, 1973). 
Near the midd.le of the Kimmeri~gian st~e th.e effects of the 
Nevadan Or9geny, which resulted from the subduction of ocean-
ic plate in a tre.nch we.st of .the R9g.ue Formation, b~gan to be 
f.el.t. The or9geny continued thro~gh early Ti thonian times 
and resulted in_ greenschist facies metarnorph.ism, uplift, fold-
ing~ and faulti~g of the Rogue Formatio.n. At this time, the 
serpentinite, amphibole_ g.neiss and schist, and granodiorite of 
th.e study- area was emplaced. 
As a result of uplift occurring duri~g the Nevadan Oro-
geny, erosion contributed sediments to the sea near the con-
tinental margin. The sedimentation was in the form of turbid-
ity currents which deposited thick sequences of sandstone and 
shale, the Dothan Formation. 
In Late Jurassic times the Dothan Formation was uplifted, 
and an erosional surface separates it from Early Cretaceous 
units occurri~g north of the study area (Baldwin, 1973). Sub-
duction continued duri~g the· Creta~eous, and resulted in the 
deformation (northeast strike, southeast dip) of the Dothan 
Formation. Towards the end of the Eo.ce.ne typical Klamath 
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Mountains deformation cease.d. Later Tertiary deformation re-
sulted in broad east-west and northwest trendi~g folds and 
fractures which were superimposed over the more intense north-
east trendi~g Klamath Mountains structures. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The Dothan Formation in the study area has been divided 
into three members (Plate III), CO"rrespondip.g in part to three 
of the four strat~graphic zones de.s-cribed by Wells and Walker 
( 19 53) i.n the Galice Quadrap.g.l:e. Rocks. corres~pondi~g to zone 
1 of Wells and Walker were not encountered in the study area. 
Member. 2, the lowermost of the three members o.ccurring in the 
study area, crops out approximately between the northern 
border and Middle Cree~k. Generally, th.o~gh the strat;tgraphy 
of member 2 is complicated by. gaps 1.n the exposures, it con-
tains more s.hale than is present in member 3. Locally, shale 
is more abundant than sandstone, though sandstone dominates 
the section. Lenses of chert crop out alo~g Middle Creek. 
The thickness of member 2 is 3810 meters. The boundary between 
members 2 and 3 is gradational in natur.e. Member 3, which 
occurs alo~g Cow Creek between West Fork and Lap.gdon (Figure 
1), consists primarily of massive, thick~bedded sandstone 
units separated by shale partins of less than two centimeters. 
Some bedded chert occurs near the.middle of the member, and 
the amount of shale increases somewhat towards the top of the . 
membe.r. Member 3 has a thickness of 1600. meter.s. Member 4, 
at the top of the section, has a thicknesa of 1440 meters and 
consi.sts of shale at the base followed by rhy-thmically inter-
bedded s-ands·tone and shale. Sandstone increases in abundance 
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and bed thickness towards the top of the member, which is mark-
ed by 275 meters of basalts. In determ1n1~g the thicknesses 
of the members, no effort was made to remove the effects of 
folding, due to the absence of distinctive marker beds in the 
monotonous shale~graywacke terrain of the Dothan Formation. 
The contact .bet.ween the D.othan and R9.g.ue formations has 
been found to be a h;igh a!lgle rever.se fault, which, in the 
study, area, dips eastward at a!lgles of b~t·w.een 28° and 33° • 
Elsewhere, Hotz (1969), has noted eastward dips of 45_• -60·, 
with possible local dips of as much as 90~. 
Alo!lg Cow Creek at Brandt the trans.ition from Dothan to 
Rogue Formation is abrupt. Al tho~gh not in d:L.rect contact, 
outcrops of highly sheared Dothan Formation shales (F~gure 7) 
can be found within about 15 meters of greensc·hist facies 
metamorphosed silicic tuffs of the Rogue Formatio.n. Although 
possessing a phyllitic sheen in places, there is no difficulty 
in distinguishing Dothan Formation shales from Rogue Formation 
tuffs. 
Along the bottom of Dads Creek h~ghly sheared shales of 
the Dothan Formation were found in direct contact with silicic 
tuffs of the R9gue Formatio.n. Again the transition is abrupt, 
with abundant fine~grained epidote veins occurri~g near the 
contact. Sheari!lg within the R9gue Formation is not extensive, 
dyi!lg out within 5 meters of the contact. 
Northeast of the intersection of Dads Creek and the north 
trendi~g tri.butary in .section 21, a small block of serpentini te 
outcrops within. greenschists of the R9gue formatio:n. Highly 
sheared Dothan Formation shales are exposed 1.n the creek bed 
just north of this outcrop. Serpentinite would not occur 
in the contact zone if it was. gradational in nature. 
Further supporti~g a fault contact interpretation is 
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the structural data s·urnmarized in f;i.gures. 35 and. 36. Altho~gh 
not conclusive in itself, it tends to indicate that the struct-
ural trends differ in the Dothan and R9gue formations. This 
would not .be the case if the contact between the formations 
waa gradational and they had unde~gone the same deformational 
st res s·e-s·. 
In order to examine the structural trends in the south-
east quarter of the Dutchman Butte Quadra~gle, pi diagrams 
were constructed for sixteen domains (Figures 11 - 34) spaced 
uniformly across the study area. The outstanding structural 
characteristic of the Dothan and R9gue formations is the north-
east strike and moderate to steep dips to the southeast re-
sulting from very tight isoclinal foldi~g. Superimposed on 
the strong northeast trend, and visible in most of the orient-
ation diagrams, is a weaker east-southeast trend. The north-
east trend in the R9gue Formation is the result of the Jurassic 
Nevadan Or9geny, while the same trend i.n the Dothan Formation 
results from the eastward underthrusti~g (subduction) of 
oceanic crust during Middle Cretaceous times. The superimposed 
east-southeast trend is the result of Late Cretaceous or Early 
Tertiary deformation. 
The R~gue Formation represents a pre-Nevadan Orogeny 
island arc assembl~ge similiar to the Aleutian Islands of 
today, while the Dothan Formation repreaentB a post-Nevadan 
arc-trench. gap abyssal fan deposit formed primarily by tur-
bidity currents. The subduction of oDeanic plate in Middle 
Cretaceous times resul.ted in the o.bducti.on of the Dothan 
Formation onto the North Amer.ican plat:e. 
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APPENDIX 
I. PETROGRAPHY OF DOTHAN FORMATION SANDSTONES 
In thin section the sandstones are typically very poorly 
sorted, though three sections from near the top of the form-
ation did possess fair s·orti~g. The packing of the framework 
grains is highly variable, ranging from poor· to excellent, . . . 
sometimes within one th.in sectio.n. Nearl:y, all are well-com-
pacted, with matrix material and at least some of the micas 
wrapped around framework. grains. All are texturally immature 
as defined b~ Folk (1968) in. that ther contain greater than 
ftve percent matrix and the framework grains are both poorly 
s·orted and angula.r. 
The matrix is compo.sed primarily of a fine-grained mix-
ture of granular, colorless, moderatel~ birefringent illite 
and lamellar, brownish green, pteochroic cholorite. The 
overall color ra~ges from yellow. green to yellowish brown and 
red where stained by hydrated iron oxides. The chlorite can 
be observed penetrati~g the margins of quartz. grains at high 
a~gles in nearly all thin sections. Patches of celadonite and 
lamellar nontronite are fairly commo.n. Also present are fine-
. grained quartz, feldspar, pyrite., and zeolites. 
Pl~gioclase feldspar, various t:rpes of rock fr~gments, 
and varieties of quartz make up the· majorit~ of the framework 
grains-. The plagioclase is typically a~gular and either sube-
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quant or prismatic in habit. At least one cleav~ge face is 
nearly always presen.t. Most cornmonl:y- the pl~gioclase is very 
fresh in appearance, being only sl~gh.tl.y saussu:ritized and 
containing relatively few inclusion~. Present in every thin 
section, however, are h~ghly altered. grains riddled with in-
clusions· of orthopyroxene, magneti.te, apat.i,te, sphene, chlor-. 
i te, calcite, and serici t.e. Compos.i tional determinations made 
on forty· nine grains using both the a~normal and maximum ex-
tinction methods resulted in compositions ra~gi~g from An 7 
to An 45. The mean was An 29.4 and the mode An 36. Thirty 
seven of the composi t.ions fell between A.n 26 and An 40. All 
were either unzoned or possessed slightly normally zoned rims. 
Quartz varieties present, as differentiated by Folk (1968), 
include ~ommon (plutonic) quartz, vein quartz, and recrystal-
lized metamorphic and schistose met·amorphic quartz. The 
latter two, were it not for the presence of shale rock frag-
ments in most sections, would be the most common type of rock 
fragment present, with recrystallized metamorphic quartz pre-
dominati~g over schistose metamorphic quart.z. In several thin 
sections these two varieties of quartz outnumbered all other 
t;ypes of framework grains combined (~g. Talbe II, samples 1 
and 8). The schisto.se quartz is t~('pically pre.sent in elo~gate 
composite grains with stra~ght e~ges and showi~g stra~ght ex-
tinction. Micas, usually muscovite but oc6asionally chlorite, 
sometimes comprising up to fifty pe:r.ce--nt of the. grain, ·are 
nearly always present in subparallel orientation. Other 
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common inclusions are feldspar and epidot.e. 
The recrystalli.ze.d metamorphic quartz. grains are typi-
cally subequant compos.i te grains w.1 th :straight e~ges and 
showi!lg stra~ght to sl~ghtly undulose extinctio.n. Inclusions 
of feldspar and/or muscovite are occasionally present, but 
are not common. Both of these var.ieties of quartz were con-
sidered to be metamorphic· rock fr~gments duri!lg point count-
i!lg. Vein quartz, whi.le not particularly, common, was present 
in nearly all thin sections. 
Basal tic rock fr~gments are the next most. common type 
of framework. grain present in all .thin s.ection.s. A typical 
fragment consists of forty to fifty percent plagioclase mic-
roli tes set in a. groundmass that appears to be a very fine-
grained mixture· of chlorite and zeolites. M~gnetite and 
clinopyroxene are present in low percentages. Typical tex-
tures are intergranular and intersertal. Trachytic textures 
are not uncommon. Fi.fteen compositional determinations were 
made on plagioclase microlites using the maximum extinction 
method. Compositions ranged from An 58 to An 76. 
Shale rock fragments are often more common than basaltic 
rock fragments, but are not present in all thin sections. 
Other varieties of framework_ grains present in some, but not 
all sections include orthoclase~ limestone, phyllite, and 
various types of schistose rock fr~gme.nt.s. 
Biotite, muscovite, chlorite, m~gnetite, ilmenite, zir-
con, sphene, apatite, epidote, hypersthe.ne, and clinopyroxenes 
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(augite and/or diopside) are common ac.cessor.ies. and are pre-
sent in all thin section.s. Melili te, tou·rmaline, idocrase, 
zoisite, and garnet are less. comrno.n. 
I.I. PETROGRAPHY OF DOTHAN FORMATION BASALTS 
In thin section the basalts are typ.ically hypocrystal-
line, aphanitic, hypidiomorphic~granular rocks with subophitic 
(or occasionally ophitic) intersertal textures. They are 
commonly, amygdaloidal and are composed primarily of augite, 
plagioclase feldspar, m~gnetite, and a variety of secondary 
minerals. The ~l~gioclase occurs as lath shaped microlites 
with stro!lgly corroded and embayed margins. Albite twinning 
is common in most sections. Inclusions of apatite, granular 
sphene, magnetite, and rarely augite are generally present. 
Most la~ger plagioclase phenocr~sts are normally zoned, but 
zoning of the microlites is variable, being common in some 
sections and nonexistent in oth~rs. Twenty one com~ositional 
determinations performed using the maximum extinction method 
ra~ged from An 58 to An 76 with a mean of A~ 66.-4. The augite 
is colorless to light brown and very fresh in appearance. A 
subhedral prismatic habit is normal. Inclusions are rare. 
The a~gi te tends to. envelo.pe pl~gioclase microli tes in a sub ...... 
ophltic texture. M~gnetite is present in h~ghly variable 
amounts, from much less than 1 .percent .to 1.8. 5 percent in one 
thin section (Table III). It is unifo'rmly· sprinkled thro~gh­
out the sections in rounded intersttttal grains, the rims of 
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which have commonly been altered to 1.ron oxid:e. The ground-
mass is composed of lamellar chlori.te, nontroni te, chloro-
phaei t~, zeoli tes, and calci t:e. Amygdules are usually cal-
cite filled but fiberous zeolites, nontronite, or analcite 
are not uncommon • 
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